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INTRODUCTION
4MRV WORKING GROUP CHARGE
Adopted 4.19.16
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Park Master Plan (PMP) Study Area
The 4MRV PMP area is bounded by Four Mile Run Drive between South Nelson Street1 and Shirlington Road on the
north, Shirlington Road on the east, South Arlington Mill Drive on the south and South Walter Reed Drive on the
west. The study area includes three (3) parks: Jennie Dean Park, Shirlington Park, and Shirlington Dog Park. Four Mile
Run traverses the PMP area from west to east.

The Working Group is charged by the County
Board to collaborate with staff to provide
commission, business, civic, and advocate
perspectives on a draft Area Plan and PMP, including
policy recommendations, and to ensure consistency
with other County policies. Additionally, the
Working Group will:
• Serve as the central forum for community
engagement;
• Provide advice and input on staff and consultant
analyses and proposals, including goals and
objectives, vision and concept plans, planning
policies and specific plan implementation
strategies for the Area Plan and the PMP;
• Act as liaisons to inform representative groups of
ongoing discussions and to seek feedback to share
with the full working group;
• Provide strategic guidance to resolve matters of
community process during the study;
• Review and provide comments and
recommendations on those documents and plans
to the County Board as an integral part of staff
reports or through a companion letter or memo.

• Jennie Dean Park (3630 27th Street South): the approximately 12-acre park currently includes two (2) lighted
diamond fields for baseball and softball, a lighted basketball court, two (2) lighted tennis courts, a restroom/
picnic shelter building with covered space for three picnic tables. The park also includes an open grassy area and a
playground and picnic area among the mature trees adjacent to Four Mile Run.
• Shirlington Park (2601 South Arlington Mill Drive): the approximately 11-acre total park area (which includes
1The Arlington County Board reduced the size of the PMP Study Area and directed staff to consider the two block area between South
Oakland Street and South Nelson Street for consideration as an Arts and Entertainment District.
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4MRV WORKING GROUP
GUIDING PRINCIPLES
Adopted 9.18.17
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

2

Create a cohesive plan for the entire study
area.
In general, maintain existing zoning and types of
uses.
Balance county-wide and neighborhood needs,
accommodating current and anticipated future
demand.
To the greatest extent possible, maintain
capacity of existing county facilities, in the study
area or elsewhere.
Consider affordable, creative, and functional
solutions that can be implemented
incrementally.
Enhance the area’s accessibility, with
attention to safety and pedestrian and bicycle
connections.
Consider the impact of planning options on
locally-owned and operated businesses and
organizations.
Preserve, protect, and rehabilitate the natural
environment and biodiversity of the study area
to the greatest extent possible.
Maximize green, casual-use space in Jennie
Dean Park and in other parks along Four Mile
Run.
Promote new arts and recreational
opportunities for users of all ages and abilities.
Improve water quality by implementing best
stormwater management practices.
Buffer noise-generating uses with trees,
landscaping, or other elements.
Celebrate the area’s history and culture,
especially the community’s African-American
heritage and the history of Jennie Dean Park.

PARK MASTER PLAN

the area of Shirlington Park, Shirlington Dog Park and the stretch of Four Mile Run bisecting both areas) includes
a stretch of Four Mile Run stream that bisects the park into two sections: the Shirlington Dog Park to the north
and Shirlington Park to the south. Of the 11 acres, 2.3 acres is the total land area associated with Shirlington
Park, which includes a shared use path (Four Mile Run Trail) and open space along the southern boundary of Four
Mile Run. The path accommodates both pedestrians and bicyclists. The site features fitness stations, bicycle racks,
benches, and a Capital Bikeshare Station.
• Shirlington Dog Park (2710 South Oakland Street): the approximately 3-acre dog park is adjacent to the
northern bank of Four Mile Run and stretches from South Oakland Street on the east to beyond South Oxford
Street. This area consists of a large fenced area where dogs can exercise and wander freely. A separately fenced
small dog area is located near the main entrance. Amenities include dog water fountains, dog waste facilities,
benches, shade trees, and an information kiosk.

Background Key Issues
Jennie Dean Park, which was named after Jennie Serepta Dean, an ex-slave and educator who founded the Manassas
Industrial School, has been an important part of the Nauck community for almost 70 years. Nearby, the Shirlington
neighborhood has undergone significant redevelopment over the past 15 years, bringing many new residents and
businesses to an area that previously had a much smaller population. This has considerably increased the demand for
open space and recreational opportunities in this area.

LEGEND
Jennie Dean Park
Shirlington Park
Shirlington Dog Park
Stream
Parks Study Area

Figure 1 Park Master Plan Study Area
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Currently the park contains a significant inventory of aging facilities that are at or beyond their useful life. Mindful of
the increasing number of park users, the County strategically increased the park space at Jennie Dean Park through
the assemblage of new properties. Given the growing park and recreational demand and the park’s need for new
facilities and modernization, the County Board initiated a park master planning process as part of the overall 4MRV
effort. Two nearby parks, Shirlington Park and the Shirlington Dog Park are incorporated into this effort providing
an opportunity for a cohesive parks and open space system throughout the Four Mile Run Valley. Throughout the
planning process, key issues were identified that shaped the development of planning alternatives and the examination
of trade-offs that need to be made in developing the PMP. Key issues included, but were not limited to the following:

Four Mile Run Stream
• The relationship between recreational uses and the Resource Protection Area (RPA) generally located within 100’
feet of the top of bank (Figure 29 on page 15)
• The role that associated riparian areas play in addressing needs for casual use space and resource education and
interpretation.
• Management of invasive species.
• Water quality and suitability for recreational use (especially in summer months).

Figure 2 Shirlington Park and the Four Mile Run Trail

4MR Trail/Shirlington Park
• Conflict between casual trail users and higher speed commuters using the trail;
• Role of Shirlington Park as a link between Shirlington Village and Jennie Dean Park.

Shirlington Dog Park
• Rooftop drainage washing across the dog park causes erosion of the surface.
• Streambank erosion (approximately eight feet in the last 20 years).
• Visibility from Four Mile Run towards the dog park – cannot see into the dog park through buildings on South
Oakland and South Oxford Streets.
• The size of the dog park, the water quality impact from bare soil and dog waste, as well as its heavy use in relation
to potential water quality solutions (filtering and buffering taking up usable space).

Figure 3 Shirlington Dog Park

Jennie Dean Park
• Jennie Dean Park implementation phasing contingent upon additional land acquisition including the Greater
Washington Educational Telecommunications Association, (WETA) property at 3620 27th Street South, as well as
smaller properties on South Four Mile Run Drive.
• Expanding recreational opportunities for changing usage patterns and needs.
• Fencing/netting and use restrictions associated with diamond fields.
• Defining specific areas to meet expanding casual use space needs.
Figure 4 Jennie Dean Park
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Four Mile Run Valley Area Plan
VISION STATEMENT
The Vision Statement expresses the community’s
interest in retaining the industrial character of the
area and fostering the growth of arts uses in the
future, and highlights the strategic enhancements
that are desired in the future.
The vision for the Four Mile Run Valley is to
enhance the area’s unique strengths over time,
addressing natural areas while guiding public realm
improvements, including open space and recreational
development, and encouraging new investment that
contributes to the valley’s arts-oriented, industrial
character.
The Four Mile Run Valley will be safer, healthier,
more accessible, and more responsive to the natural
environment by restoring and better connecting to
Four Mile Run; reducing stormwater impacts and
flooding; expanding transportation options and
increasing safety; addressing parking needs; integrating
aesthetic improvements to streetscapes; expanding
open space and recreational resources, incorporating
public art; and preserving existing land uses while
providing flexibility for new arts and cultural uses.

Four Mile Run Valley Parks
DESIGN VISION
The Four Mile Run Valley Parks will:
• Respect natural environment of Four Mile Run
• Respond to community park and recreation needs
• Reflect industrial and recreational context

4
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Common Themes
Throughout the 4MRV process, several Common Themes were expressed and were generally supported by the
Working Group. These ideas influenced the draft Concept Plans included in both the Area Plan and the PMP.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Celebrate the area’s industrial character, cultural and recreational heritage, and natural qualities;
Provide for improved and expanded programmed and casual use space opportunities;
Increase safety and comfort for park users by incorporating various design techniques;
Improve pedestrian and bicycle connectivity and safety throughout the study area;
Increase opportunities for riparian restoration, stormwater management, and tree canopy coverage;
Mitigate water quality issues as necessary;
Remove and manage invasive plant species;
Preserve existing tree canopy and other park amenities as much as possible; and
Increase wayfinding and placemaking opportunities within the PMP area.

Recommendations
As part of the PMP process, several alternatives were formulated to address the siting of park elements for Jennie
Dean Park and Shirlington Park. After extensive community feedback and discussions with the Working Group, which
began in 2016 and continued through the summer of 2017, three (3) alternatives were developed for Jennie Dean
Park. Four (4) alternative approaches were also developed for Shirlington Park. The alternatives for Jennie Dean Park
and Shirlington Park addressed issues and trade-offs for consideration to move forward with a preferred alternative.
County Board direction to maintain the size and character of the Shirlington Dog Park led to the formation of a
subcommittee to address enhancements that could be accomplished through maintenance and management activities.

Recommended Alternative for Jennie Dean Park
Based upon the further discussion and expressed WG member preferences, the original three Jennie Dean Park
alternatives were refined to two that were both carried forward to the Planning Commission and County Board as
part of the overall Four Mile Run Valley Draft Policy Framework. At the direction of the County Board, another WG
subcommittee was formed (similar to the approach used to address Dog Park issues) to evaluate and if necessary,
further refine the remaining two draft policy framework alternatives for Jennie Dean Park. Through the work of the
subcommittee, two final alternatives were forwarded to the Working Group, leading to a recommended alternative
to be included with the Policy Framework with the following features (as illustrated in Figure 7 on page 6) :
• Two (2) lighted diamond fields – one (1) youth baseball diamond and one (1) adult softball diamond – located along
South Nelson Street with the adult softball diamond designed to accommodate a youth scaled rectangular practice
area
• Playground and restrooms - located within a large casual use space area along Four Mile Run Drive
• A lighted basketball court and lighted tennis court will be added to the area just south of the WETA parcel during
Phase 1 construction and then a third court sport area added upon acquisition of the WETA Parcel (relocating

DRAFT 7.12.18

•
•
•

•
•

the lighted basketball court to the WETA parcel and reconfiguring the
Phase 1 courts as two (2) lighted tennis courts)
Lighting technologies designed to minimize effects from light spillover
and glare to surrounding neighborhoods will be used for the park’s
athletic fields and courts
A continuous and wide band of casual use space surrounds the
programmed park areas along South Four Mile Run Drive and Four
Mile Run
All the park elements will be incorporated north of the Resource
Protection Area (RPA) for Four Mile Run with a soft path created along
the north bank of the Four Mile Run to increase access to this valuable
amenity
A small surface parking lot on the east side of the park will be retained,
along with expanded and modified on-street parking along South Four
Mile Run Drive and South Nelson Street.
The County will continue to build upon and celebrate the
neighborhood’s African American history and cultural heritage beyond
the existing interpretive markers currently located in Jennie Dean Park

Figure 5 Rendering of proposed entrance to Jennie Dean Park at
South Nelson Street

Recommended Alternative for Shirlington Park
As part of the PMP process, four (4) alternatives were developed for Shirlington Park to address the issues
associated with the mix of uses and users along Four Mile Run Trail and to develop the idea of Shirlington Park
as a gateway and transition between Shirlington Village and the arts and recreation oriented uses north of Four
Mile Run stream. All proposed alternatives included vegetation and stormwater management, riparian restoration,
incorporation of gateways, as well as opportunities for improved wayfinding and placemaking. The concept
alternatives included:
1. Baseline Concept – the common elements noted above and with placemaking elements at specific focal points.
2. A concept with increased emphasis on access to nature – with overlooks providing educational and interpretive
opportunities focused on telling the story of Four Mile Run’s urbanization and renewal.
3. A concept with opportunities for public art at defined gateways and overlooks.
4. A concept with a combination of art and nature – this concept would integrate public art with the interpretation
of nature (combining the elements of the previous two concepts).
The concept emphasizing a combination of art and nature was the preferred alternative by consensus of the
Working Group and supported by the community.
Figure 6 Rendering of prototypical overlook along Four Mile Run in
Shirlington Park
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EXISTING PARK CONDITIONS
This section of the master plan report outlines the
existing physical conditions of the 4MRV PMP study
area focusing on the context of the park areas including
the park area location, its history, features, adjacent land
uses, and its natural and cultural resources.

Dominion (W&OD) trail few choices but to cross
busy South Four Mile Run Drive. Crossing Arlington
Mill Road is relatively easier with additional pedestrian
crosswalks and a landscaped median, reducing the
crossing distance to two lanes at any one time.

Context and Location

There are four (4) specific edge condition issues
associated with the 4MRV Parks that affect both
the quality of the existing user experience and
opportunities for future improvements to that
experience:

Though there are several access points into the parks,
many are difficult to spot due to their placement and
lack of wayfinding signage. In fact, many locals may
not be aware of Jennie Dean Park due to the lack
of visibility into the park. The Shirlington Dog Park
attracts visitors from all over the region. Many visitors
have difficulty finding the it, as it is well hidden behind
the existing industrial buildings. without clear sight
lines from the street into the park. The pedestrian
bridge along Four Mile Run Drive is probably the most
prominent entry into the parks though it is not aligned
with a street crossing. Many of the other access points
are hidden or located off of minor streets such as
27th Street South. The park is well serviced by six bus
routes.
Once found, it can be even more of a challenge to find
a place to park. Three public parking lots serve the park
areas: one located at the ends of South Oakland and
South Nelson Streets adjacent to the dog park; and two
lots that are accessible from 27th Street South serving
Jennie Dean Park.
Getting to the park by foot or bicycle is made
more difficult by having to cross the wide roadways
surrounding the parks on all four sides (South Four
Mile Run Drive, Shirlington Road, South Arlington Mill
Road and Walter Reed Drive). Signalized pedestrian
crossings are only provided at Shirlington Road and
Walter Reed Drive leaving residents from adjoining
neighborhoods or users from the Washington & Old

• Visibility into and out of the park areas - on the
north side of the study area it is difficult to see and
even know that the existing park areas exist.Vistas
down South Oxford and Oakland Streets present the
only opportunity for visibility into the Shirlington Dog
Park from the north side.
• Four Mile Run itself creates a barrier with limited
physical access along its shoreline areas. On the
north side of the stream, adjacent to Jennie Dean and
Shirlington Dog Park, a chain link fence runs along its
entirety. It is evident from footpaths found along the
water bank that many desire to be close to the stream
and find a way in despite the enclosure.
• Adjacent industrial buildings - Shirlington Dog
Park is bordered on the north by industrial and
service commercial land uses. In many locations, the
building faces that abut the edge of the dog park
create a stark visual contrast.
• Chain link fencing can be found throughout other
areas in the 4MRV Parks, not only separating individual
properties but also amenities within the park. Both
sports fields in Jennie Dean Park are permit-takespriority fields. When fields are not scheduled by
permit holders, community unorganized use of the
fields is encouraged for groups of 10 or less. This
change occurred in Spring 2018.

Figure 9 View of recently acquired parcels (where buses are
parked) along South Four Mile Run Drive as seen from
the W&OD Trail. Four Mile Run Drive is a major barrier
for connectivity between the adjoining neighborhood
and the park areas

Figure 8 Fence installed to prevent erosion and limit access to
steep bank in the Shirlington Dog Park
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Site History and Past Improvements
The 4MRV PMP study area and surrounding South Arlington neighborhoods have a
rich history. Alexandria County was renamed to Arlington County in 1920 after the
Arlington Estate and in honor of Robert E. Lee. In the 1930s, as the automobile gained
prominence, roadways began to shape the landscape that was once dominated by rail
and trolley lines. The region experienced significant growth and demand for housing
during the era of World War II as federal and military personnel inhabited the area. As
the population increased rapidly, so did the demand for public services which eventually
led to the creation of Arlington County’s first master plan in the 1960s (Arlington
Historical Society). The creation of interstate 395 which lies just east of the study area
brought industrial and commercial services to adjacent roads such as South Four Mile
Run Drive, a development pattern which largely remains today (Arlington County
Department of Community Planning, 2016).
Figure 12 Arlington County Government, “Opening of
Jennie Dean Field,” Nauck/Green Valley Heritage
Project, accessed August 24, 2016, http://nauck.
omeka.net/items/show/162.

Nauck, the neighborhood to the north of and encompassing Jennie Dean Park, was
home to numerous black families who were freed after the Civil War. Jennie Dean Park
was constructed when the Department of Recreation came into being in the 1940s. The
original plans for Jennie Dean Park were laid out in 1949 and it was later noted as being the only park available to
“colored citizens” within all of Arlington County. The park was named after Jennie Serepta Dean, a former slave who
became an educator and founded the Manassas School for Colored Youth in 1894 (Arlington Public Library Center
for Local History).

Figure 13 Arlington County Department of Recreation, “Plan for Jennie Dean
Park,” Nauck/Green Valley Heritage Project, accessed August 24,
2016, http://nauck.omeka.net/items/show/226.
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Figure 15 Portrait of Jennie
Dean (Van Zelm & the
Dictionary of Virginia
Biography, 2013).

Figure 14 Arlington County Government, ““ABC” boys
baseball team,” Nauck/Green Valley Heritage Project,
accessed August 24, 2016, http://nauck.omeka.net/
items/show/154.

Figure 16 Arlington County Government, “Two women shaking
hands over tennis net,” Nauck/Green Valley Heritage
Project, accessed August 24, 2016, http://nauck.
omeka.net/items/show/160.
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Related Plans & Publications
The 4MRV PMP is proposing modifications that are
consistent with Arlington County policies related
to natural resources, cultural resources and historic
preservation, environmental resource protection,
and transportation, among others. The County’s
Comprehensive Plan is a guiding document for planning
and development within the County. Begun in the
1960s, and typically renewed every five years, Arlington
County’s Comprehensive Plan includes 11 thematic
elements, and focuses heavily on citizen participation
and sustainable practices (Executive Summary, 2014).
Of particular relevance to the 4MRV PMP are the
following:
• General Land Use Plan - providing a generalized
framework for future land use as a guide toward
understanding who will be utilizing the park spaces in
the future (updated through June 2015)
• Public Spaces Master Plan - currently being
updated to “assess various aspects of Arlington’s public
space system and provide strategies for the future for the
full breadth of public spaces, including all of the parks,
natural resource and recreational needs that make up
that system” (see https://projects.arlingtonva.us/publicspaces-master-plan-psmp-update/)
• Master Transportation Plan - provides policy
guidance on existing and planned transportation
infrastructure that has relevance to meeting the
transportation needs of future park visitors (including
expanded facilities and programming)
• Natural Resources Management Plan - provides
policy guidance for the role that the 4MRV Parks play
in serving the Natural Resource needs of the County’s
citizens and the Four Mile Run Valley overall
• Urban Forest Master Plan - provides guidance on
the role of the 4MRV Parks tree canopy and how that
tree canopy can be managed

Figure 17 General Land Use Plan (2015)

• Stormwater Master Plan (2014) and related
Chesapeake Bay Preservation Plan and
Ordinances - provide guidance on how surface
runoff can be managed to benefit floodplain
management in Four Mile Run as well as to water
quality in treating runoff from contributing roof drains,
storm sewers and surface flow across and through the
4MRV Parks
• Historic Preservation Master Plan - provides
guidance on addressing the historic resources of
the 4MRV Parks especially the historic significance
of Jennie Dean Park as a part of Arlington County’s
African-American heritage
• Four Mile Run Restoration Master Plan ongoing implementation efforts provide a vision for
transforming Four Mile Run corridor into a model for
urban ecological restoration downstream

Figure 18 Public Spaces Master Plan (2005, currently being
updated)

Figure 19 Four Mile Run Restoration Master Plan (2006)
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Site Features
Jennie Dean Park contains many amenities that are
heavily used by the public. The core of the park includes
a basketball court, two tennis courts, a restroom
building with covered space for three picnic tables, and
diamonds for baseball and softball. Adjacent to the
courts is the shelter/restroom building with multiple
picnic tables.
The small and large diamond ballfields take up the
largest amount of space in Jennie Dean Park. Primarily
used by adult softball, and youth league play, they are
heavily used in the evenings and weekends when in
season.
The playground is located at the end of the asphalt
path south from the shelter. Located in the shadiest
part of the park, it is surrounded by mature trees near
the stream. The picnic/grill area is also located in this
area, with approximately eight picnic tables that can be
moved around. A small open space lies just west of the
playground. Since it receives overhead light from the
nearby ballfields, it is often used for pregame practice
or impromptu sports matches in the evenings.

Shirlington Dog Park is a unique, heavily used facility
and is considered both a local and regional attraction. Its
popularity largely stems from its access to water where
dogs frequently enjoy splashing in Four Mile Run. Linear
in nature (approximately 1,500’ long x 120’ wide), the
park is characterized by a wide asphalt path which runs
its length. The entire area is fenced so that dogs are
allowed to wander freely. A small separately fenced small
dog area is provided near the main entrance, where a
decorative fence announces entry into the park. Park
amenities include a dog water fountain, poop/scoop, a
storage shed, benches, shade trees, and a small memorial
tree. Two gates along the chain link fence, provide access
the water, with warning signs related to water quality.
Dog-related service businesses are located at the
terminus of Oxford Street and can be accessed through
a gate at the dog park.

Figure 22 The playground and picnic area at Jennie Dean Park
is located in a pleasant, shady area along the stream.

Shirlington Park located south of Jennie Dean
Park, stretches from Shirlington Road to Walter Reed
Drive. Shirlington Park primarily includes a shared
used path (Four Mile Run Trail) and open space along
the southern boundary of Four Mile Run. The path
accommodates both pedestrian and cyclists, and shade
trees are found along the path and along the roadway
edge. Site features such as parcourse fitness centers,
bike racks, benches, and a Capital Bikeshare Station
are found along the trail. Where the area between the
stream and the path narrows, decorative fencing or
guardrails are provided. In other areas, the space is
open and allows for viewing of the stream.
Figure 21 Birds eye view of Jennie Dean Park (Bing Maps)
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Popula9on Distribu9on by Age, 2016
100%

75+ Years
65 to 74 Years

80%

55 to 64 Years

60%

45 to 54 Years

40%

35 to 44 Years
25 to 34 Years

20%
0%

15 to 24 Years
Arlington

Half Mile

0 to 14 Years

Figure 24 Age distribution for half-mile service area as
compared to Arlington County

Recreational needs for South Arlington in general and
Nauck, Douglas Park and Shirlington neighborhoods in
particular reflect a perceived need for additional casual
use space as well as deficiencies in other programmed
park and recreation needs. However, due to both the
narrow configuration of the existing and usable land
parcels owned by the County east of South Nelson
Street and the direction provided by the County Board
to remove the County owned parcels west of South
Nelson Street from the Parks Study Area Boundary,
it is not possible to meet any additional programmed
park and recreation needs other than replacing the two
lighted diamond fields, two lighted tennis courts, lighted
basketball court, picnic shelters and playground.
It is possible, to use the additional lands to increase the
amount of casual use areas and design them to serve
the needs of adjoining neighborhoods, that do not have
access to outdoor spaces in their apartments or town
houses or condominiums.

Douglas Park
Nauck
Claremont
Shirlington
Fairlington

Primary Service Area
Secondary Service Area

Figure 23 4MRV Parks Service Areas and Civic Associations
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Recreation Needs
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This assessment is based upon the demographic profile
of the adjoining neighborhoods and input from the
preliminary results of the concurrent update for the
Public Spaces Master Plan (PSMP) also referred to as
the “Plan for Our Places and Spaces (POPS).”
The demographic assessment was derived from census
data reflecting a primary and secondary service area.
The immediate primary area, shown in “Figure 23
4MRV Parks Service Areas and Civic Associations” on
page 12 includes three Census tracts1 extending
from King Street on the south, South Walter Reed
Drive to the west, Army Navy Country Club to the
north, Interstate 395 (I-395) on the east. The primary
1

Primary area includes Census Tracts 1029.01,
1029.02 and 1031.

service area is the area from which most casual park
users (as distinguished from programmed or league
play) are likely to come. A secondary area, which also
contributes park users, extends into Douglas Park
and Barcroft with the western boundary along South
Chesterfield Road and 16th Street South, King Street
to the south, South Walter Reed Drive to the east, and
South Glebe Road to the north. The secondary area
includes five block groups.2
A demographic profile and assessment of supply and
demand was prepared as part of the master plan and
is included as part of the full Site Analysis Report and
summarized below.

Recreational Assets
Table 1 on page 13describes the recreational assets
within the 4MRV Parks Primary and Secondary Service
Areas incorporating areas within one-half and one mile
from the 4MRV PMP study area.

Estimated Usage
Current estimates of usage for the Shirlington Park,
Shirlington Dog Park, Jennie Dean Park and nearby
bike paths and trails include informal, sports league,
2

Secondary area includes Block Groups 26.002,
27.021, 27.022, 28.021 and 28.022. NOTE: Both
the primary and the secondary service areas use
boundaries created by the US Census for purposes
of gathering socio-economic and demographic
data. The 2010 Census American Communities
Survey statistics uses periodic survey data with a
high margin of error based on the variability of the
survey sample size. While a degree of uncertainty
remains inherent in survey data, the amount of
uncertainty is higher for the smaller areas used for
data samples. For this reason, block group data (as
used for the secondary service area) demographics
report higher margins of error than larger Census
Tract areas (used for the primary service area).
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reserved special activities and dog owners. These
groups include several subsets of regular visitors from
the primary and secondary service areas as well as
drawing others from Arlington County and beyond.
There is no accurate measure of informal park usage.
Shirlington Dog Park, which is open to the public,
experiences heavy use, averaging 4,000 to 5,000 dogs
per week including a large number from elsewhere
in the County and the region. Table 2 provides
information about reservations from Arlington County.

Demand Trends

Half-Mile Park Market Area Households by
Size, 2010

The demographic section of the 4MRV Parks Site Analysis
report highlights the nature of the primary and secondary
service areas residents and households as well as projected
growth. Many of the demographic factors reviewed under this
section of the report impact estimates of participation for the
4MRV PMP Area.

4 People
6%

5+ People
5%

3 People
11%
1 Person
46%
2 People
32%

Demographic trends show growth in age cohorts under
the age of five with a gain of 0.7 percent over the last six
years. In Arlington County, those aged 25 to 34 increase
Figure 25 Household distribution by size for half-mile
from representing one-quarter of the population in 2010
service area
to 27.1 percent in 2016.
Table
1. Inventory
Public and
and Private
Assets,
20162016
Table
1 Inventory
ofofPublic
PrivateRecreational
Recreational
Assets,
These
young
children
and
Half-Mile Area
One-Mile Area
Table 2
2. Estimated
Estimated Reservation
Reservation Usage,
Table
Usage, 2016
2016
Millennials both represent
Number
Percent
Number
Percent
Annual
Estimated
Total Annual
strong age cohorts of future
Public Assets
Reserved
Hourly
Person Usage
Hours
Participants
Hours
Field Sports Facilities
5
16%
15
23%
recreation space demand.3
Softball (regular season / tournaments)
700
30
21,000
Court Sports Facilities
8
25%
15
22%
Within the primary and
Grass Practice Area
550
12
6,600
Picnic & Playground Facilities
10
31%
21
32%
secondary service areas
Picnic Shelter
100
20
2,000
Other Facilities
6
19%
6
9%
30
3
90
these same age cohorts will Tennis Courts
Outdoor Wate-rbased Facilities
1
3%
1
2%
Basketball Courts
2
5
10
increase in size.
Indoor Fields
0%
1
2%
Indoor Courts

1

3%

Indoor Fitness

-

0%

Indoor Pools

-

0%

Indoor Other

1
Subtotal

3%

2

3%

-

3%

32

2

0%
3

5%

66

Private Assets
Field Sports Facilities

-

0%

-

Court Sports Facilities

-

0%

-

Picnic & Playground Facilities
Other Facilities

0%

7

41%

1

6%

-

0%
0%

-

Outdoor Water-based Facilities

0%

16

41%

1

3%

0%

Indoor Fields

-

0%

-

Indoor Courts

-

0%

-

0%

Indoor Fitness

7

41%

17

44%

Indoor Pools

2

12%

5

13%

Indoor Other

1
17

6%

2
39

5%

Subtotal

Note: Primary service area includes Census Tracts: 1029.01, 1029.02 and 1031. Secondary service
area includes Block Groups 26.002, 27.021, 27.022, 28.021 and 28.022.

Subtotal

Participant
Hours per
Week

29,700

Total Annual
Person Usage
Weeks in Use
Hours

Arlington County
completed a 2016 Parks
Youth Baseball (regular seasons)
408
23
9,380
and Recreation Needs
Youth Baseball (playoffs)
190
3
570
Assessment Survey (2016
Subtotal
9,950
39,650
Total
Survey) as part of the
current 2016 POPS Update. Source: Arlington County Department of Parks and Recreation, 2016; Partners
for Economic Solutions, 2016.
The survey reflects one
measure of Arlington
residents’ recreation interests. The survey
highlights the needs throughout the entire
county for more natural areas, wildlife habitats
and hiking trails. Respondents also suggested
higher demand for additional playgrounds and
or informal open space for children.

Source: ESRI, Community Profile, 2016; Partners for Economic Solutions, 2016.

3

Brothwell, Shirley, Arlington Sports Commission, 4MRV
Working Group presentation September 21, 2016.
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Natural Resources
Historically, the Four Mile Run corridor is home to
a diverse plant and wildlife community. Although the
stream and adjacent floodplain has been radically
transformed from its natural state, the PMP study area
still provides a wide variety of habitats. Urbanization
has led to the propagation of invasive species, infill
grading of the floodplain and the re-alignment of the
stream. Human development throughout the area has
altered the landscape in an irreversible way.

Figure 27 Riparian plant community associated with Four Mile Run

The natural resource values associated with the 4MRV
PMP study area are the semi-natural state of the park
lands themselves, used for both organized recreation
activities and casual use. Although degraded, the
terrace escarpment and floodplain associated with Four
Mile Run is one of the few urban places in Arlington
County where there is public access to a stream
corridor of any kind. Mature trees and riparian plant
communities are still found along the corridor, including
a County “Champion” Eastern Cottonwood tree (see
Figure 20 on page 10). The tree canopy (Arlington
County GIS-derived data) is referenced in the PMP
Concept Plan (Figure 7 on page 6).

Habitat

Figure 28 Park “savannah” plant community with mature tree
canopy an underlying managed turf

As Four Mile Run descends through the PMP study
area the underlying physiography shifts between the
Northern Piedmont and Northern Coastal Plain
physiographic provinces. The stream changes from
non-tidal to tidal below the study area, about one mile
downstream at Mt.Vernon Ave. This underlying shift in
soils and hydrology changes the type of vegetation and
plant communities that have historically occurred in
this valley in general and in these parks in particular.
The plant communities that result from the
modifications still have value – whether they are
the riparian plant communities (Figure 27) along the
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bottom land and escarpment of Four Mile Run or the
savannah like tree canopy (Figure 28) on the stream
terrace within the parks.
The wetlands in and adjacent to Four Mile Run are
identified by their Cowardin classification as an upper
perennial riverine system with an unconsolidated
bottom, and permanently flooded water regime. The
riverine system includes wetlands and deepwater
habitats within the channel. The upper perennial
subsystem is characterized by a high gradient. There is
no tidal influence, and base flow is present throughout
the year, except during years of extreme drought.
The channel substrate consists of rock, cobbles, or
gravel with occasional patches of sand. The fauna is
characteristic of running water.

Resource Protection Areas
Resource Protection Areas (RPA) are sensitive lands
adjacent to streams, where water quality is more likely
to be negatively impacted due to development. In
Arlington County, RPAs include a 100-foot buffer along
both sides of the channel. RPAs are shown on Figure
29 on page 15. A revision to the mapped RPA was
adopted by the County Board in 2017 . The update
complies with state law and the County’s Chesapeake
Bay Preservation Ordinance, as well as incorporated
new information from recent assessments. The
pedestrian bridge crossings are an allowable use in
the RPA. Stream restoration is exempt because it
is considered conservation or preservation activity.
Redevelopment within the RPA can occur only if there
is no increase in the amount of impervious cover
within the RPA and there is no further encroachment
within the RPA.

Hydrology
Four Mile Run has been both intentionally and
unintentionally altered by human activity. The existing
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Section 4

Jennie Dean Park - Playground and Picnic Area
(BFE elev. 51) FEMA, Flood Insurance Rate Maps. Available at: https://msc.fema.gov/portal. Accessed: 10/17/16.

(BFE elev. 51) FEMA, Flood Insurance Rate Maps. Available at: https://msc.fema.gov/portal. Accessed: 10/17/16.
Source: Esri, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, Earthstar Geographics, CNES/Airbus DS, USDA, USGS, AeroGRID, IGN, and the GIS User Community
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channel has a reduced sinuosity and narrower
floodplains compared to its historical state. Figure 31
through Figure 34 on page 16 show the evolution
of the stream over time. The low elevation of the park
areas, and its proximity to the Four Mile Run make it
highly susceptible to flooding during periods of heavy
rain, hurricanes or quick snow melts. The majority
of the study area is within the 100-year floodplain.
The floodplain is designated as Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) Zone AE (detailed study)
with a defined floodway.

Stream & Floodplain Impacts/
Limitations
Figure 31 Aerial of Study Area circa 1934

Figure 32 Aerial of Study Area circa 1955
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Figure 33 Aerial of Study Area circa 1974

Figure 34 Aerial of Study Area circa 1989

Although the majority of the study area is within the
floodplain, most of the park is modeled as an ineffective
area, which theoretically does not actively convey flow.
Because the area is considered ineffective, any grading
or structures located in the floodplain will not impact
water surface elevations. Non-residential buildings
in the floodplain must have a lowest floor elevation
at least one foot above the 100-year water surface
elevation or have alternative floodproofing measures.
If pedestrian bridges are proposed, it is likely that piers
or abutments will be located in the floodplain and/
or floodway. If the encroachment causes an increase
in the 100-year water surface elevation, FEMA would
require a Conditional Letter of Map Revision (CLOMR)
prior to project commencement, as well as a Letter of
Map Revision (LOMR) after completion of the project.
It is possible that the rise in water surface elevation
due to construction of the pedestrian bridges could
be counteracted by the stream restoration; however,
the CLOMR/LOMR process would still be required
because the stream restoration is affecting the hydraulic
characteristics of Four Mile Run.

DRAFT 7.12.18

Stormwater Management
Development within the study area occurred prior to
the introduction of contemporary stormwater laws.
The County GIS-level inventory of existing stormwater
collection systems is shown on Figure 29 on page
15. There are three distinct areas in terms of runoff
characteristics. The existing buildings and paved surfaces
contribute the majority of the runoff from the site.
The maintained turf is essentially flat and contributes
considerably less to the overall site runoff than the
impervious surfaces. Lastly the vegetated stream buffers
aid in reducing runoff and encourage pollutant uptake
through floodplain plant communities.
Locating stormwater management facilities on the site
is a challenge due to the location of the park relative
to the floodplain and RPA. Stormwater management
best management practices for filter strips and buffer
areas will be the primary means of treating stormwater
runoff within the RPA. Constructed measures such
as underground detention of stormwater can be
placed under basketball courts, tennis courts or other
impervious surfaces. Permeable pavement, grassed
swales, bioretention, rainwater harvesting, green roofs
and impervious area disconnection will be considered
as options to treat stormwater and reduce runoff
volumes, where those facilities can be located outside
the RPA or at the ends of existing streets. These types
of stormwater management practices are consistent
with County goals for sustainable communities and low
impact development.

legend
roof drains outfall directly to adjoining surface (arrows show
direction)
confirmed location of drain inlet
confirmed location of outfall
storm sewer (per Arlington County GIS)

underground stormwater

outfall

inlet

above ground stormwater
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Figure 35 Diagram illustrating runoff conditions from adjacent roof drains and sheet flow across (blue roof indicates runoff into down
spouts daylighted across the surface of Shirlington Dog Park, Jennie Dean Park, Oxford, Oakland and Nelson Streets.
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Cultural Features
There are several cultural features both within and just
outside of the study area that enhance the experience
of using the parks. Some have historical value such as
Jennie Dean Park itself; others are regional destinations
such as Shirlington Dog Park.

Figure 36 Weenie Beenie - a local institution

Figure 37 Shirlington Dog Park gate detail

Shirlington Dog Park is widely recognized for its
shade, size, separation of big and small dogs, and nearby
amenities.
There are several dog-related business that have
appeared due to the popularity of the dog park. Though
there is chain link fencing between the dog park and
the street, a gate is provided to allow dog park users
to access the businesses. Important features to note
within the dog park include the entrance gate, the
“Daphne” memorial tree and a colorful animal mural
painted on the back of the Wag More Dog Boarding.
Several cultural features are found within or near
the PMP study area. Theatre on the Run, located
at 3700 Four Mile Run Drive, offers an 85 seat black
box theatre that is also available for rental. The New
District Brewery Company located along South
Oakland Street provides another attraction offering
a tasting room. Nearby, food trucks support both the
Dog Park and the Brewery.

Figure 38 Theatre On The Run interior
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Perhaps the most notable cultural feature within the
study area is the “Weenie Beenie”. Founded in 1950,
it was once a part of a food chain. The location at 27th
Street South is the only location remaining. The Weenie
Beenie is a cultural landmark and is noted for its “halfsmokes” (Arlington Public Library).

Historic Resources
The Nauck community and Jennie Dean Park played
a significant part of both Arlington’s and greater
Washington’s African American history.
As described in the section on “Site History and Past
Improvements” on page 8, Nauck’s residents played
sports at what was originally known as Green Valley
Ball Park, since the 1930s.
Arlington County has designed two interpretive panels
to tell the story of Jennie Dean Park and the Nauck
neighborhood. The design of new park features will
be responsive to African American historical context
of Nauck and the development of Jennie Dean Park
and incorporate additional design and interpretive
references that reflect this significant period in
Arlington’s history.
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Transportation and Circulation
The 4MRV parks are believed to draw from areas well
beyond the walkshed of surrounding neighborhoods
and Shirlington’s lively mixed use district. Proximity to
I-395 and a crossroads of the regional trail system make
the parks highly accessible to the larger Washington,
D.C. metropolitan region by motorists and bicyclists.
Figure 40 highlights the following attributes of the study
area’s existing multimodal access and circulation.
•

•

•

Vehicular connectivity is enhanced by close
access to Interstate 395. South Four Mile Run
Drive and South Arlington Mill Drive are eastwest arterials forming the northern and southern
boundary of the park. People who drive can
currently access Jennie Dean Park from 27th Street
South, just south of South Four Mile Run Drive,
and South Nelson Street off of South Four Mile
Run Drive.
Pedestrian and bicycle connectivity is
provided by two regional trails connecting the park
areas to the regional trail network. The Washington
and Old Dominion (W&OD) Trail has its eastern
trail head just north of the park, while Four Mile
Run Trail runs along the southern boundary of the
park.
Approximately 10,000 households are within
a half-mile radius from the park, with access
provided by several local neighborhood streets to
the north and south connecting to South Four Mile
Run Drive, Shirlington Road, and South Arlington
Mill Drive. Pedestrians and bicyclists on Four Mile
Run Trail and South Arlington Mill Drive can also
access the park areas by utilizing a pedestrian
bridge joining Four Mile Run Trail and South
Arlington Mill Drive at the intersection of South
Nelson Street/South Oakland Street. Bicyclists
using Capital Bikeshare can drop off bikes at

•

stations located at the W&OD trail head and along
Four Mile Run Trail close to the pedestrian bridge.
Transit connectivity is provided by six (6) ART
bus routes. Bus route 75 runs on South Four Mile
Run Drive, bus route 87 runs on Shirlington Road,
and bus route 77 plus Metrobus routes 7C, 22A,
22C run on South Arlington Mill Drive.
Figure 39 Capital Bike Share near pedestrian bridge

Figure 40 Multimodal Circulation and Access
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Parking Supply

Additional analysis of off-site and on-street parking
supply from the Four Mile Run Valley Area Plan has
been undertaken and recommendations for the
4MRV parks visitors arriving by private vehicle park
configuration of South Four Mile Run Drive have been
use existing on-site parking lots as well as on-street
and off-site parking lots and garages. Understanding the incorporated into the master plan recommendations.
complete picture of public parking demand and supply
Based upon parking counts and field observations (as
will be the result of a joint coordinated effort with
concurrent planning for the surrounding area underway. detailed in the Site Analysis Report), the weekday
This analysis provides supply and use detail related only trends between the peak hours of 4:00 and 7:00 p.m.
to parking available immediately adjacent or within the show availability at each parking location and at almost
every time period. Location 4 is the only location
park study area.
where, at 6:30 p.m., there was an overflow of vehicles
– these cars parked in unmarked spots in a grass field
Figure 41 Existing Parking Areas within the 4MRV Parks Study Area
across from Location 4 on 27th Street South. This peak
occurred after the number of cars steadily decreased
Table 3 Parking Areas Within the 4MRV Park Master Plan Study Area
from 4:00 p.m. to 5:30 p.m., and then grew from 5:30 to
6:30 p.m. In Location 1, a growing trend in the number
Parking
Description
Restrictions/Permissions
Cost
Hours of
Area
Operation
of spaces occupied appears between 4:00 and 7:00
p.m. Locations 2, 3, 5, and 6 all show steady parking
None
6AM to
Location
Surface lot adjacent to dog park
• No Parking from Midnight to 6:00 AM
Midnight, All
1
and Shirlington Self Storage Facility
availability throughout these hours.
• Two-Hour Parking after 3 PM Monday to Friday
Days

• Two-Hour Parking after 7 AM Saturday and Sunday
Location
2

Parallel Parking on S Oakland
Street from the dog park (Location
1) to S Four Mile Run Drive

Location
3

Parallel Parking on S Nelson Street
between Four Mile Run and S Four
Mile Run Drive

• Pay Meter Parking
• Four-Hour Parking 8 AM to 6 PM Monday to Saturday
• Two-Hour Parking 8 AM to 6 PM Monday to Friday
• Two-Hour Parking 8 AM to 6 PM Monday to Saturday

$1.25/
Hour

All Hours,
All Days

$1.25/
Hour

6 AM to
Midnight, All
Days

• Two-Hour Parking after 3 PM Monday to Friday
• No Parking Midnight to 6 AM
• One-Hour Parking 8 AM to 3 PM Tuesday and Thursday; ThreeHour Parking 8 AM to 6 PM Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
• Two-Hour Pay Parking

Location
4

Surface lot on 27 Street adjacent
to pavilion, tennis courts, and
Jennie Dean baseball field

• Two-Hour Parking after 3 PM Monday to Friday

None

Location
5a

Parallel parking on 27th Street
between Location 4 and Shirlington
Road

• No Commercial Vehicles Parking
• 15-Minute Parking at All Times

None

Location
6

Surface lot on 27th Street adjacent
to east WETA Television Studios
parking lot entrance

•

None
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No marked parking spots/regulations

Compared to the weekday trends, the weekend trends
are slightly different. More spots are occupied in
general on the weekend, and more overflow periods
occur (specifically in Location 2). There is not a time
of day on the weekend that available parking was
made in Location 2 during data collection. In addition
to the cars parked in permitted meter spaces and
4-hour spaces, cars parked in unmarked spots as well
along South Oakland Street. Aside from Location 2,
Location 1 had the smallest percentage of available
parking during the weekend peak period. With its
proximity to the dog park, most spaces were filled,
with the exception of ADA spots. Locations 3, 4, and
5 experienced trends of increasing and decreasing
parking occupancy. Location 4 had more available
parking spots at 1:30 p.m. than any other time period,
likely because of little league activities slowing down.
Locations 1, 2, and 6 have steadier trends in terms of
parking occupancy.
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POLICY FRAMEWORK
The 4MRV initiative is a public process where an
Area Plan and a PMP are being developed together
in a coordinated manner. Bringing together the two
processes has allowed for community discussion of a
long-term vision for the Four Mile Run Valley area. This
includes (but is not limited to) retention of industrial
buildings and uses, opportunities for arts-related uses,
identification of concept level park, recreation and open
space improvements through a master planning process,
and balancing goals for improved parks, recreation,
open spaces and community facilities with goals for
private ownership and development.
By conducting the PMP concurrently with the Area
Plan for the Four Mile Run Valley, PMP concepts and
alternatives were coordinated with the development
of area wide recommendations for access and
connectivity, wayfinding and placemaking as well
continued riparian restoration. Through the combined
efforts, PMP concept plans were developed to reflect
the community’s support, as outlined in the Area Plan,
for celebrating and augmenting the area’s industrial
character, recreational heritage, and natural qualities
and in fulfillment of the County Board charge for this
process (which called for the replacement of existing
park facilities with the new master plans).
The following discussion provides an overview of
the development of alternative approaches and the
resulting PMP recommendations for replacing existing
facilities and enhancing park uses and programming for
the three park areas: Jennie Dean Park, Shirlington Park,
and Shirlington Dog Park.

Public Outreach
From the outset of the process, and in coordination
with the Working Group’s leadership, staff initiated
and implemented a community engagement strategy
that included twice-monthly meetings with the County
Board appointed citizen 4MRV Working Group, and
meetings with the broader community including a
Community Forum, a Community Open House, and
check-ins/review sessions with the three nearby Civic
Associations.

Working Group
Over two years, the 4MRV Working Group, consisting
of representatives from the three neighboring Civic
Associations, property/business owners, area nonprofits, and advisory boards and commissions, met
over 30 times to review and comment on staff and
consultant analysis, preliminary concepts, draft design
guidelines and the draft Policy Framework leading to
the development of the PMP and Design Guidelines.

Figure 42 Visioning Workshop (December 2016)

Two (2) working group subcommittees were formed
to resolve issues in more detail and seek consensus on
master plan options:
• Shirlington Dog Park Subcommittee - was
formed by the County Board in May 2017 to explore
possible future planning guidelines for the Shirlington
Dog Park that retain its functionality and appeal while
meeting environmental regulatory requirements.
• Jennie Dean Park Subcommittee - was formed
by the County Board in February 2018 to review and
evaluate existing alternative concept plans for Jennie
Dean Park to provide more green space along Four
Mile Run Drive, move the playground closer to Four

Figure 43 Community Open House (July 2017)
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SUMMARY OF PUBLIC
ENGAGEMENT
Public Outreach
• Working Group Meetings – twice per month
since June 2016
• Individual and Small Group meetings throughout
• E-mail Contact List – 1200 subscribers
• September 2016 – Community Forum
• December 2016 – Community Visioning
Workshop
• April 2017 – Business Forum
• July 2017 Community Open House
Civic Association Meetings on Policy
Framework
• March 2018 – Shirlington Civic Association
• March 2018 – Nauck Civic Association
• March 2018 – Douglas Park Civic Association
Commission Meetings on Policy
Framework
• February 2018 – Joint Meeting of Parks and
Recreation and Sports Commissions
• February 2018 – Arts Commission
• March 2018 – Transportation Commission
• March 2018 – Long Range Planning Committee
of the Planning Commission
• March 2018 – Economic Development
Commission
• March 2018 – Urban Forestry Commission
• March 2018 – Environment and Energy
Conservation Commission
• April 2018 – Planning Commission
Public Hearings
• May 2018 – Planning Commission
• May 2018 - County Board
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Mile Run Drive, as well as other issues raised by the
Working Group and communy-at-large.

Community Meetings
Two specific community wide meetings on the
combined Area Plan and PMP were conducted, in
addition to an open forum conducted by the Working
Group.
• Visioning Workshop - was held in December 2016
to provide an opportunity to share ideas about the
future of the Four Mile Run Valley including land uses
and urban design; parks, playgrounds, recreational
programming and open spaces; the dog park; street
design and transportation; stream restoration and
environmental improvements; historic and cultural
resources among other topics
• Open House - to review options for Jennie Dean and
Shirlington Parks (as part of and in addition to Area
Plan concepts)
Throughout the planning process, staff and consultants
met with individuals, small groups, and others with
a specific interest in the PMP on topics such as the
playground, the dog park, and Four Mile Run, among
others. Public comment was also gathered at the end of
each Working Group meeting.
Comments throughout the process from all of the
above noted sources provided direct guidance to
the development and evaluation of alternatives
parks concepts and to the eventual selection of the
recommended master plan.

County Board Work Sessions:
A County Board work session was held in May 2017
to review progress and to provide an opportunity
for the County Board to address specific questions
on topics related to potential future County open

space acquisition goals adjacent to Jennie Dean Park,
approaches to meeting public and private parking needs,
and the potential scope of changes/improvements that
should be considered for Shirlington Dog Park.
A second County Board work session was held in
February 2018. The County Board again reviewed
progress in the community process and offered
guidance on a number of topics, including staff’s
recommended PMP concepts, how County-owned
properties should be addressed in the Policy
Framework, whether privately owned parcels adjacent
to Jennie Dean Park should be included in the PMP
area, and whether there was continued support for
lane reconfiguration to improve pedestrian access and
increase the supply of on-street parking instead of
creating off-street public parking garages.

Policy Framework Review Process
As part of the review process for the draft Policy
Framework itself, staff met with the 4MRV Working
Group on two occasions and scheduled approximately
12 review sessions with civic associations and advisory
boards and commissions in February and March of
2018 to receive comments. In addition, the draft
Policy Framework was posted online where over 200
comments on the document were received.
Public hearings were held by the Planning Commission
and County Board and the County Board approved the
4MRV Policy Framework at its May 19, 2018 meeting.
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ALTERNATIVES AND OPTIONS CONSIDERED
Based upon the initial charge for the Working Group,
a series of design concept alternatives were developed
to address key issues that emerged from the initial
Community Open Forum, the Visioning Workshops, and
Working Group discussions. All concepts included the
following:
• Comprehensive replacement and realignment of
existing park features:
-- Diamond Fields
-- Playground
-- Athletic courts
-- Picnic shelter/restroom
• Enhanced pedestrian experience/connectivity
• New streetscape and trees
Design alternatives created for the 4MRV PMP
represent a progression from highly generalized
concept diagrams to a more refined set of alternatives.
The development of the alternatives may be
summarized as follows:
• Round 1 (January 2017): seven (7) high level diagrams
illustrating full range of choices
• Round 2 (February 2017): four (4) concept plan
diagrams narrowed down and revised from January
18 input (focus on athletic fields, dog park, and indoor
opportunities)
• Round 3 (March 2017): three (3) recommended
concept plan alternatives based on February 7 input
• Round 4 refined (April 2017): three (3) design
alternatives, refined from March 2017 input
Evaluation criteria were developed based upon input
received by the Board, the Working Group, and from
the public gathered at two (2) public workshops and
through additional outreach opportunities. The resulting
criteria covered the siting of six (6) design elements
with the goal of optimizing the desired comprehensive
replacement and realignment of existing park features

(exclusively
for park
purposes) and the
addition of new park amenities to
meet the growing demand for active and
casual use recreation, cultural resources and natural
resource preservation:
• Diamond fields – addressing orientation, space utilization,
proximity to adjoining streets and the Resource
Protection Area (RPA), and potential for incorporating a
rectangular field overlay for unprogrammed use by the
community.
• Playground, Picnic Shelter, and Restroom facilities –
addressing potential for shade, proximity away from
incompatible adjoining program uses (e.g., dog park and
roadway) and close to compatible uses.
• Natural Areas/Casual Use Space – providing
opportunities for tree canopy adjacent to Four Mile Run
or South Four Mile Run Drive.
• Parking – whether parking is provided using existing or
expanded surface parking lots or through expanded onstreet parking spaces.
• Athletic Court Sports – whether expanded opportunities
are provided for athletic courts, proximity to the RPA,
and whether the replacement courts need to be phased
for construction.
• Environmental/Regulatory/Noise Impacts – potential
for addressing the RPA, floodplain, and stormwater

Figure 44 Birds eye view of Jennie Dean Park,
Shirlington Park and the Shirlington Dog Park
prior to the acquisition of the LaPorte Tract.
(Aerial photo: Bing Maps)
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Alternative 1: 4MRV Parks Master Plan

Figure 45 Spring 2017 Working Group Alternatives Development
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management needs and requirements, impact on
existing mature trees and relationship to adjoining
neighborhoods.
After this initial phase of concept development,
additional working group discussion focused on
individual parks—Jennie Dean Park and Shirlington Park.

Jennie Dean Park Alternative
Refinement
During the October 2017 Working Group meetings,
discussion focused on various Jennie Dean Park
elements as previously reviewed. The goal of this
discussion was to assess preferences among Working
Group members and, where possible, on various
individual elements (e.g. playground, athletic courts,
diamond fields, open space, etc.). This feedback plus
continued feedback staff received from the community
and civic associations, led to the creation of two (2)
refined alternatives that were presented to the Working
Group in December 2017 based upon the original
concept alternatives. Both of the refined concept
alternatives included the comprehensive realignment
of existing facilities, enhanced pedestrian experience/
connectivity, and new streetscape and street trees.
After receiving additional Working Group and
community feedback through the winter, staff
provided a recommended concept to the Working
Group on February 6, 2018 with the goal of making a
recommendation to the County Board at their next
work session (as part of the overall, 4MRV Draft Policy
Framework discussion):
The recommended concept addressed the following:
• Rectangular Field Overlay: The placement of a
rectangular field overlay provides for an opportunity of
unprogrammed, casual use by the community
• Diamond Fields: In this concept, the diamond fields

•

•

•

•

•

minimally impact the RPA (fields to be located above
the RPA). The fields are currently lighted and would be
lighted using best practices to minimize impact.
Sport Courts: The two (2) lighted, tennis courts
and one (1) lighted, basketball court would be installed
during a future phase of construction (existing facilities
are lighted). During the interim period, park users may
visit Barcroft Park, Ft. Bernard Park, or Drew Park for
use of athletic courts.
Casual Use Space Network: This concept
provides for a contiguous, casual use space network
that wraps the park on all sides and provides access
to the Four Mile Run stream (through a new riparian
path and overlook).
Activity Zone: This concept establishes a lively
activity zone that allows complimentary amenities
to be within proximity to each other. It positions
the playground and picnic area near natural parkland
and the Four Mile Run stream, casual use space, and
restrooms away from the major roadway (Four Mile
Run Drive). During community outreach, park users
shared that they enjoyed having the playground and
picnic areas close to shade and the stream and away
from busy streets.
Resource Protection Area (RPA): Access and
visibility to the stream were notable community values
throughout the process. The concept plan provides for
this by concentrating the major recreational elements
into an activity zone outside the RPA.
Parking: The concept plan shows the retention
of an existing surface parking lot (up to 20 parking
spaces) with additional parking to be provided onstreet through back-end, angled parking along Four
Mile Run Drive (approximately 32 parking spaces) and
through parallel parking along South Nelson Street
(approximately 20 parking spaces). Per Arlington
County Zoning Ordinance (ACZO) requirements,
Jennie Dean Park would require up to 67 parking
spaces. Under the proposed, on-street parking
arrangement and the retention of the existing surface

Figure 46 Existing playground and picnic area at Jennie Dean Park.

Figure 47 Great Blue Heron in Four Mile Run

Figure 48 Existing small diamond field
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At the February 20, 2018 County Board work session,
the County Board discussed the details associated with
the recommended concept and considerations voiced
by members of the Working Group. Furthermore, staff
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option for Jennie Dean Park referred to as “Option
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page 24; lower right).
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Further refinement was undertaken with input from
DPR maintenance and operations staff. A refined
concept (Figure 49) was presented at the February 15,
2018 Working Group meeting and then at the February
20, 2018 County Board work session. This concept
shows a proposed rectangular field overlay within
the area of the large diamond field and an additional
pedestrian pathway at the park’s western edge between
the diamond fields connecting to the playground, picnic
shelter area, and restrooms. By doing so, it would
provide for greater connectivity and visibility through
the site.
At the February 15, 2018 Working Group meeting,
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• An area of open, green space south of Four Mile Run
Drive;
• A playground that is more accessible to neighboring
families (not setback within the park);
• The industrial character of the neighborhood should
be captured; and
• There should be a connection between the park and
other parts of the area by incorporating a promenade.

Previously considered “Option 3, Phase I” shows
• The installation of the small diamond field, playground,
picnic shelter (noted here as “pavilion”) and restrooms,
as well as a new 22 space parking lot parallel to South
Nelson Street during the first phase of construction;
• Shows the installation of the large diamond field and
athletic court facilities (two tennis and one basketball)
during the second phase of construction; and
• Added casual use space opportunities would be
provided south of Four Mile Run Drive and along the
east end of the park (next to the Phase I installations).
The County Board then directed that a new
subcommittee of the Working Group be formed (the
Jennie Dean Park Committee) to work with staff to
review these concepts in greater detail and determine
if: (1) potential safety concerns related to the alignment

DRAFT 7.12.18
and siting of the two athletic fields can be addressed;
and (2) if the staff recommended option and other
options supported by the Working Group can be
reconciled.
The Jennie Dean Park Committee (JDPC) conducted
four (4) public meetings in March and April and
reported back to the Working Group at their April
12, 2018 meeting. JDPC members worked with scaled
templates of each of the park and the recreation
elements, and discussed potential refinements during
their second and third meetings to evaluate alternate
park designs.
The JDPC brought forward two newly numbered
concepts for consideration by the Working Group.

Figure 50 Jennie Dean Park Committee Concept 1, Phase I

Concept 1
Refined the staff recommendation (Figure 49 on page
26) to respond to community concerns in two phases.
• Concept I, Phase I (Figure 50)
-- Flips the diamond fields so the smaller field lies
closer to South Four Mile Run Drive which
provides for more casual use space, a connecting
pedestrian access path, and a more prominent
planted buffer closer to South Four Mile Run Drive;
-- Sites one (1) tennis court and one (1) basketball
court in an area just south of the WETA Studios
parcel which improves staff’s recommendation by
providing the basketball court and one tennis court
during Phase I; and
-- Sites a new, fenced playground and restrooms along
South Four Mile Run Drive.

Figure 51 Jennie Dean Park Committee Concept 1, Phase II
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• Concept 1, Phase II (Figure 50 on page 27)
-- Converts the basketball court to a second tennis
court; and
-- Sites a new basketball court just north of the
tennis courts.
-- A larger picnic shelter, cluster of picnic tables, and/
or small shelter can be sited in either Phases I and
II.
The JDPC report noted a concern with this concept
that the 3rd base line of the small field is between
70-80 feet from Four Mile Run Drive. The Committee’s
Nauck representative voiced that breaking up the open
space in this manner along Four Mile Run Drive was
undesirable to the community.

Concept 2
A new concept alternative that utilized a different

Figure 52 Jennie Dean Park Committee Concept 2, Phase I
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phasing approach to orient the fields parallel to Four
Mile Run.
• Concept 2, Phase I (Figure 52)
-- Sites the large diamond field where the small
diamond field is located currently within Jennie
Dean Park;
-- Moves the small diamond field temporarily to the
current site of the larger diamond field (where its
boundaries will remain partially in the RPA), with
minimal renovations and minimal amenities;
-- Sites two (2) tennis courts in roughly their
current location;
-- Sites one (1) basketball court just north-west of
the current location;
-- Sites the new playground and restrooms along
South Four Mile Run Drive.
• Concept 2, Phase II (Figure 53)
-- Moves and fully renovates the smaller field

Figure 53 Jennie Dean Park Committee Concept 2, Phase II
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The full Working Group voted by majority to
recommend JDPC Concept 1, Phases I and II. County
Staff also recommended Concept 1, Phases 1 and II as
having the following advantages:
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As noted in the Introduction ( on
page 5), four (4) alternatives
were developed for Shirlington Park
to address the issues associated
with the mix of uses and users along
Four Mile Run Trail and to develop
the idea of Shirlington Park as a
gateway and transition between
Shirlington Village and the arts and
recreation oriented uses north of
Four Mile Run stream. All proposed
alternatives included vegetation
and stormwater management,
riparian restoration, incorporation
of gateways, as well as opportunities
for improved wayfinding,
placemaking and public art.

CONCEPT TO INCLUDE:
• vegetation management
• stormwater management
• riparian restoration
• gateways
• wayfinding
• placemaking
• amenities
• overlooks w/ educational/interpretive
component
• riparian access
• commissioned public art/ sculpture
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--

Shirlington Park
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northward (out of the RPA) into the current
location of the WETA Studios parcel; and
Sites a new large picnic shelter south of the small
diamond field near the RPA.
The JDPC expressed concerns with this option
including:
Delaying the improved replacement of the smaller
diamond field;
Siting the smaller field in the RPA (even
temporarily, given an uncertain timeline for the
acquisition of the WETA parcel);
Using existing lighting for the smaller field which
may not be appropriate for evening play purposes;
Existing field lighting is partially retained which
delays the installation of improved lighting for
(spillover effects to) the Shirlington apartments;
and
Overall design, particularly fewer opportunities
for contiguous, connected casual use space along
the riparian area continuing along Four Mile Run
Drive (especially in Phase I).

Commissioned Public Art/
Sculpture
Overlook
Riparian Access
Focal/Access Point
Gateway/entrance
Existing Path

3

2

Shirlington Park
Stream

Concept C: Shirlington Park
4MRV Parks Master Plan
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Figure 54 Recommended Concept Diagram, Shirlington Park

The recommended concept (emphasizing a
combination of art and nature) was the preferred
alternative by consensus of the Working Group and
supported by the community.

• Most park amenities (except for a second tennis
court) would be installed as part of Phase I
construction.
• Concept 1 provides for contiguous, casual use space
that begins at the corner of South Nelson Street and
South Four Mile Run Drive and wraps around the
entire park site ending at the southern end of South
Nelson Street, which was desired by the community
The County Board considered Concept I and II as part
of its public hearing on the Four Mile Run Valley Policy
Framework and on May 19, 2018 approved Concept I,
Phases I and II, moving forward.

PARK MASTER PLAN
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SHIRLINGTON DOG PARK
COMMITTEE
KEY RECOMMENDATIONS
The committee recommended a range of affordable
short-term and mid-term steps that would be
implemented through ongoing maintenance and
management oriented activites rather than any kind of
capital construction involving land disturbances greater
than 2,500 square feet. These would begin to address
both park managment needs and environmental issues
in positive but small and incremental ways. The full
report is included as Appendix A.
• Block access to informal path outside the dog park
fence to minimize soil compaction
• Discontinue mowing along fence edge to increase
vegetative buffers
• Increase plantings along the stream bank, where soil
conditions permit
• Add park ‘snags’ such as large stumps or rocks at
entrances to encourage dogs to pee on them when
they enter the park, instead of urinating on trees
• Create barriers to protect existing trees
• Increase availability of trash containers and bags on
both sides of the stream (including in Shirlington Park)
to more effectively collect dog waste
• Improve signage and public education regarding
pollution, stream warnings, environmental issues and
dog park rules
• Limit access to the stream to designated entry points
to reduce stream bank erosion
• Reclaim county-owned land at Oxford Street and
widen the dog park at its narrowest point and
reconfigure entrance gates (this choke point is often
the site of dog fights due to the lack of space)
• Add parking meters and enforce a maximum twohour parking limit to better distribute usage of
existing parking
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Shirlington Dog Park
After extensive community and Working Group
discussion which culminated with a County Board
work session in May 2017, the County Board
directed the creation of a new committee of
the Working Group (the Shirlington Dog Park
Committee) to discuss the challenges of having a
dog park located within an environmentally sensitive
area near Four Mile Run. The Committee provided
short and mid-term recommendations that can
be made for improving the dog park, while still
preserving its existing area. The Policy Framework
recommendation for the PMP is to not provide a
redevelopment concept for the Shirlington Dog Park,
which is consistent with the guidance received at the
work session.

Shirlington Dog Park
Committee

Final Report to the
Four Mile Run Valley Working Group
15 September 2017

Figure 55 Shirlington Dog Park Committee Report
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4MRV PARK MASTER PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS
The Arlington County Board voted unanimously
to adopt the 4MRV policy framework on May 19,
2018. The framework highlights the overall vision
and conceptual plans for the area, and identifies the
policy-related actions needed to realize the vision.
The framework serves as the guiding document for
the development of the 4MRV PMP recommendations
and associated Design Guidelines for Jennie Dean,
Shirlington Park and Shirlington Dog Park.
These recommendations will help guide public and
private investment, including long term County
operations, along with the preservation and
enhancement of natural resources, open spaces, and
future development in a manner compatible with the
surrounding area and consistent with the County’s
overall policies.
In approving “Concept 1,” the Board recognized the
challenges in addressing the uncertainty surrounding
the timing of the future purchase of the WETA
property and the need to achieve as much of the
overall comprehensive replacement and
realignment of existing park features as possible
without being dependent upon the purchase of the
WETA property. The Board acknowledged it will
acquire the WETA property, and has signaled their
intent by signing a non-binding Letter of Intent that
lays out the”significant terms and conditions for future
agreements between the County and WETA” for two
options, moving forward.
The County Board also provided direction as part of
two work sessions that are reflected in the PMP:

recommendations of the Shirlington Dog Park
Committee as part of the PMP
• Remove the two block area west of South Nelson
Street from the PMP Study Area, including recently
acquired parcels, for future consideration as an Arts
District as part of the Area Plan.

Program
As stipulated in the County Board’s charge to the
Working Group, the PMP includes the overall
replacement of existing park features. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Two lighted diamond fields (adult softball and youth)
Two lighted tennis courts
One lighted basketball court
Playground (multi-age)
Restrooms
Picnic shelters (one large and one small) and picnic
areas
Exercise stations (Shirlington Park)
Casual Use Areas (throughout all parks)
Riparian areas associated with Four Mile Run
Dog Park (similar size and character as directed by the
County Board)

Based upon community and working group input, the
large majority of lands acquired by the County east
of South Nelson Street will be utilized for establishing
a continuous band of casual use areas around the
perimeter of Jennie Dean Park. In addition, the acquired
parcels allow for a more optimal field layout without
having to use lands within the RPA (removing existing
encroachments from the RPA and floodway).

• Maintain the general size and configuration of
the Shirlington Dog Park and incorporate the

PARK MASTER PLAN
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Concept Plans
The comprehensive concept plan for the three parks—
Jennie Dean Park, Shirlington Park and Shirlington Dog
Park—reflects the overall vision and guiding principles
set out by the Working Group and adopted by the
County Board.

Jennie Dean Park
In evaluating the various concept alternatives for Jennie
Dean Park, the general trade-offs included:
• Having casual use space near the stream or near South
Four Mile Run Drive
• Locating the diamond fields closer to the roads or
closer to the stream
• Having the playground and pavilion in a more natural,
private area or closer to Four Mile Run Drive
• Accommodating program elements within the land the
County currently controls or waiting to construct key
program elements until the property can be obtained
Figure 56 View of casual use area along South Four Mile Run Drive
(looking northeast from South Nelson Street )

The concept plan (Figure 58 on page 33) illustrates
the fully implemented program including future
acquisition of the WETA Property and private parcels
east of the recently acquired LaPorte tract.
The master plan establishes a ring of casual use areas
around three sides of the Park:
• Along South Four Mile Run Drive on the north
• Along Four Mile Run on the south incorporating the
RPA and floodway associated with Four Mile Run
• As the primary use for future acquisitions on the east

Figure 57 View from South Four Mile Run Drive towards the small
diamond field (looking southwest)
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Establishes major and minor gateways at entrances to
the park areas
• Major gateways are located at the South Nelson Street
entrance at Four Mile Run Drive and at the Pedestrian
Bridge entrance from Arlington Mill Drive
• Major gateways should have a distinct identity and

include lighting, a visitor information kiosk, and informal
social spaces with seating, trash receptacles and water
• Minor gateways include landscaped park entrance signs
and wayfinding to direct park users to specific and
nearby feature
• Integrate public art as appropriate
Realigns the diamond fields parallel to South Nelson
Street
• Improves the orientation of the small diamond field
(from SW to NE) thereby improving the safety of the
field while maintaining the SE orientation of the large
diamond field (whose adult users play mostly in the
evenings
• Converts the outfield area of the former large diamond
field to casual use areas, adding more filtering capacity
to treat stormwater runoff as it flows toward Four Mile
Run
• Converts aging overhead field and court lighting to
current systems with limited light trespass, energy
savings, and greater control over light quality and
quantity
• Expands off-season use for the outfield areas including
an overlay for a youth rectangular field practice area
Relocates the athletic courts to the former large
diamond infield area (south of WETA) with one tennis
court and one basketball court in Phase I and a second
tennis court in Phase II added once WETA is acquired.
• Includes a small shade structure, seating and water
• Provides fencing and lighting
Provides a new playground and a centrally located
restroom closer to Four Mile Run Drive.
• Relocates playground out of the floodprone areas of
the Park an into a more visually prominent location
• Includes shade structures until such time as nearby
newly planted canopy trees can begin to produce shade
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Creates a small picnic shelter north of the small
diamond and a large shelter south of WETA oriented
towards the casual use areas along Four Mile Run
• The small shelter will serve families, especially those
with youth baseball participants
• The large shelter will serve groups (sized for up to
150 people) with access and parking from the existing
parking area east of WETA
Establishes a more coherent system of ADA accessible
pedestrian paths to make it easy to access the park’s
amenities from adjoining neighborhoods
• Connects park entrances to park features along desire
lines with wide and accessible pathways
• Establishes a system of connected pathways to serve
those walking for exercise and pleasure
• Maintains and enhances the existing sidewalks along
South Nelson Street from the pedestrian bridge
toward the park areas
Increases access to Four Mile Run by providing a
system of parallel pathways looping in toward an
overlook (and extending across the pedestrian bridge
to connect with similar overlooks)
• Secondary pathways provide access to casual use
areas around the perimeter to help define maintained
grass and protect adjoining wooded areas that filter
stormwater runoff
• Overlooks provide visual access to Four Mile Run and
serve to protect riparian areas by directing access to
the most suitable locations
Increases efficiency of existing on-street and surface
parking areas around the perimeter of the park,
preserving park land for park uses rather than for
automobiles
• Maintains and then expands parking at the existing lot
east of WETA (once the relocation of the Day Labor
site is completed)
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• Provides increased parking along the south side
of Four Mile Run Drive (using diagonal parking as
recommended in the Area Plan)
• Maintains existing on-street parking on South Nelson
Street
Builds upon and celebrates the neighborhood’s African
American history and cultural heritage (as well as
its industrial and natural characteristics) beyond the
existing interpretive markers currently located in Jennie
Dean Park. This may include the incorporation of
public art and placemaking within the park
Incorporates stormwater management into the
design of the athletic fields and courts utilizing best
management practices and technology
• Outside of the RPA, use infiltration practices as part
of any streetscape and plaza design incorporating soil
cells with storage capacity as part of continuous tree
pits under plaza and hard surface areas
• Within the RPA, use filter strips and buffer areas along
Four Mile Run to address both water quality and
quantity

Shirlington Park
The Shirlington Park concept emphasizes the idea that
the Four Mile Run Trail provides an opportunity to
educate visitors about the nature of Four Mile Run.
It considers the use of historical and environmental
interpretation and public art as a means of telling its
story. . It extends the interpretation and public art
concepts from the lower reaches of Four Mile Run,
now constructed.
The primary elements of the Shirlington Park Concept
Plan also serve to increase safety for visitors to
Shirlington Park who enjoy its casual use and social
spaces but are concerned about the through bicycle
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Figure 59 Illustrative c oncept
for Shirlington Park.
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travel along Four Mile Run Trail.
Shirlington Park serves as a gateway to the arts and
recreational uses between Shirlington Village and Four
Mile Run Drive (including the Shirlington Dog Park,
the facilities at 3700 Four Mile Run Drive, and Jennie
Dean Park. It serves as a link to destinations within the
Four Mile Run Valley park system and the surrounding
neighborhoods. It also responds to the needs of the
park users who use the active shared use path.
Riparian access paths and overlooks are included to
reduce crowding along the shared use path and to
offer respite spaces for natural resource education or
interpretation linking to overlooks
• The overlooks create a low impact solution for park
users to have visual access to the water.
• The looped access paths create attractive social spaces
for casual users out of the way of through travelers
• Wayfinding and directional signage is used to direct
through trail travelers to the W&OD trail and alert
them to the fact that they are proceeding through a
highly used pedestrian area
The existing vegetation will be managed to address
issues of invasive species, stormwater management and
visual quality.
Figure 60 Example of public art used to call attention to water
quality and underground tributaries along the tidal
section of Four Mile Run
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• Predominantly located within the RPA, invasive species
management and riparian restoration is proposed
along the bank of Four Mile Run which would add
value to the existing habitat over time and assist in
filtering stormwater runoff.
• Design recommendations emphasize landscape
plantings to reinforce visual gateways into the park and
help define casual use spaces.
• The mix of ornamentals and natives that have been
planted or grown along the streambank over time
will gradually be converted to native species while
retaining the landscape values of non natives (shade
and stormwater management) until such time as they

can be replaced
• Riparian restoration will be accomplished gradually
over time by
-- Preserving existing vegetative communities
-- Introducing new vegetative communities - natives
-- Invasive species management plan
-- Potential soil amendments
-- Zoned plantings, diversity of species, density
Establish minor gateways at each end and a major
gateway at the pedestrian bridge (see Jennie Dean Park)
Incorporate placemaking and amenities at each of
the focal points (termini of intersection streets) to
transform the park from a corridor to a place or
series of places through a coordinated design aesthetic
applied to the various design elements within the park
(as noted in the design guidelines).
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Seating
Trash receptacles
Dog waste stations
Lighting
Drinking fountains
Railings
Bike racks
Fitness stations

Increased pedestrian and bicycle safety of along Four
Mile Run Trail.
• Incorporate “traffic calming” for bicycles by
considering future pavement surface changes, signage,
and planting areas to increase the “visual friction”
along the trail and increase awareness that trail users
are entering a heavily used pedestrian area
• Separate pedestrian areas from through trail users
with landscape elements
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DESIGN GUIDELINES PURPOSE AND APPLICATION
The Four Mile Run Valley Parks Design Guidelines (Guidelines) is intended to supplement and further define the
general concepts laid out in the Four Mile Run Valley PMP, incorporating all County owned land within the parks
planning study area that includes Jennie Dean Park, Shirlington Park, and Shirlington Dog Park as outlined in the map
below. The Guidelines describe the qualitative characteristics of elements of the Master Plan and provide direction
for achieving its vision for the comprehensive replacement and realignment of existing park features (exclusively
for park purposes) and the addition of new park amenities to meet the growing demand for active and casual use,
cultural resources and natural resource preservation.
The Guidelines are intended to provide enough detail to establish the desired design character and document the
assumptions that go in to budgeting for the CIP process. As projects are implemented over time the Guidelines
will serve as a decision-making framework for implementing the master plan recommendations in a consistent
manner through several phases of development. At the broadest level, the Guidelines articulate a design language for
each park to promote commonalities among forms and materials and compatibility of styles. Some of the included
guidelines also establish general performance criteria to help achieve the community’s recreational and environmental
goals. The level of detail outlined in the Guidelines are not intended to be rigid and formulaic, but instead are
intended to encourage future planners, architects, landscape architects, engineers, designers and artists to use their
creativity and problem solving capabilities to achieve the master planning vision over time.

LEGEND
Jennie Dean Park
Shirlington Park
Shirlington Dog Park
Stream
Parks Study Area

Figure 61 Park Master Plan Study Area
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Basis For Park Design Guidelines
The Park Master Plan, the 4MRV Area Plan, as well as the design of Nauck Town Square, are being coordinated
through the 4MRV Initiative, a collaborative planning effort comprised of County staff and a County-Board Appointed
Working Group (WG). Arlington County’s 4MRV Initiative web page describes the overall goal of the initiative:
‘to develop a comprehensive future vision and policy framework and specific strategies for the area through
the adoption of an Four Mile Run Area Plan, a Park Master Plan, and a design for the Nauck Town Square.These
plans will help guide public and private investment, including County operations for the long term, along with
the preservation and enhancement of natural resources, open spaces, and future development, in a manner
compatible with the surrounding area and consistent with the County’s overall policies.” (Arlington County,
4MRV Initiative)’
The WG has been established and charged with providing advice, feedback and guidance to County staff throughout
an integrated planning effort for the overall 4MRV PMP area including the industrial/commercial areas along
Shirlington Road and Four Mile Run Drive, Jennie Dean Park, Shirlington Park, Shirlington Dog Park and other County
properties as outlined in the group’s charge.
The Guidelines were developed based upon an iterative master planning process conducted over an eighteen month
period. The Guidelines reflect a range of ideas and suggestions from many different sources of stakeholder outreach:
4MRV Working Group
• Adopted Working Group Guiding Principles (September 2017)
• Working Themes and Fundamental Design Principles from January 2017 Working Group Meeting
• Working Group input and discussion from reviews of plan alternatives
Public Input
•
•
•
•

Comments from Saturday in the Park/Public Outreach
November 2016 Visioning Workshop
July 2017 Open House
Comments at WG Meetings

Regulatory Guidance and Policy
•
•
•
•
•
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A Plan for Our Places and Spaces (POPS) (Public Spaces Master Plan Update)
Natural Resource Management Plan
Public Art Master Plan (2004 and update in progress)
Arlington County Stormwater Master Plan
4MR Restoration Master Plan and 4MR Design Guidelines

Guidelines are
focused on the PMP
Area while also being
mindful of the larger
4MRV Area Plan and
4MR river system
context.
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Research
• County staff and consultant research undertaken throughout the master plan process
• Comparable parks and their design features addressing similar issues
• Technology and performance-based product evaluations

Design Vision
The Four Mile Run Valley (4MRV) Parks will:
• Respect natural environment of 4MR
• Respond to community park and recreation needs
• Reflect industrial and recreational context

Figure 63 Jennie Dean Park

Application
While many of the design guidelines will apply to the
larger context (the entire parks study area including
Jennie Dean Park, Shirlington Park, and Shirlington Dog
Park), some guidelines will be applied only to individual
parks. For example, Design Character establishes the
desired character of the entire Parks study area, lending
a cohesiveness to the area. At the same time, specific
“placemaking” is recommended for Jennie Dean Park in
particular, enhancing those attributes which makes Jennie
Dean Park a unique destination within a larger system
such as its gateways and entrance areas.

Figure 64 Shirlington Park and the Four Mile Run Trail

•

Figure 62 Shirlington Dog Park

Figure 65 Pedestrian bridge connecting Shirlington Park and Jennie
Dean Park
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Structure of the Design Guidelines
The Guidelines are organized into two distinct parts:
Unifying Parks-wide Design Concepts - apply throughout the parks study area

Figure 66 View from diamond field at Jennie Dean Park
looking toward Nelson St.

Design Character Associated With Past Industrial And Recreational Uses Along 4MR
Universal Design
User Safety and Comfort
Stormwater Management
Tree Canopy and Shade Improvement
Riparian Restoration (Coordinated w/Area Plan)
Access and Connectivity (Coordinated w/Area Plan)
Wayfinding (Coordinated w/Area Plan)
Design Catalog Of Common Design Elements Used Throughout PMP Area
-- Seating
-- Lighting
-- Bicycle storage
-- Bollards for traffic control and security
-- Sign hardware
-- Fencing/railing
-- Trash/recycling/dog waste receptacles
-- Drinking fountains
• Public Art and Cultural Programming
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unique Design Elements - distinctive design features or elements that apply to each specific park
Figure 67 Existing gateway sign for Shirlington Park at
Walter Reed Drive

Figure 68 Shirlington Dog Park entry gate
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UNIFYING PARKS-WIDE DESIGN
CONCEPTS
Design Character
The Four Mile Run Valley is one of the last industrial
areas left in Arlington County. Jennie Dean Park,
originally known as Green Valley Ball Park, is significant
as one of the first group of parks developed by the
Department of Recreation when it was formed in 1948.
It was Arlington’s “sole recreation area for colored
citizens” until 1964 when Arlington ended segregation
of recreational facilities. Four Mile Run comprises
Arlington’s only riverfront public access.
The result is a rare combination of industrial,
recreational and natural characteristics and features.
Through material and form, the renovation of the park
areas should celebrate the industrial past of the 4MRV
area, the recreational heritage of Arlington County
Parks and Recreation, and the natural qualities of the
adjacent river system.

Figure 70 Characteristic features found within the parks planning study area

Guidelines
• For built elements, select materials and forms that are
prevalent throughout the 4MR Valley by emphasizing
the use of concrete and steel (rusting and stainless)
highlighted with vivid color or trim
• Consider incorporating some of the original design
characteristics of Jennie Dean Park (e.g. stone walls,
concrete block, sheet metal) for structures and
surfaces throughout
• For natural elements, use materials and forms that are
associated with the riparian areas along 4MR (wood,
granular stone dust, riparian plant communities)
• Incorporate industrial forms and materials in the built
environment along paths and overlooks as a way to
blend nature and culture into a cohesive image for
4MR
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Figure 71 Precedent images showing how the use of timber and rusting steel can help to define the future character of the 4MRV parks
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Universal Design
The park will provide access to all persons, regardless
of abilities, in compliance with the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA) and County policies. Universal
Design principles make the park area easier to get to
and easier to use for the broadest range of users and
abilities.
Applies to:
• Casual Open Use
Space
• Court Sports
• Fields
• Overlooks
• Pathways and Trails
• Pavilions and
Restrooms
• Picnic Shelters
• Site Amenities
• Exercise Stations
b

Guidelines
• Establish a smooth and continuous grade for all
primary pathways (promenades) to provide universal
access to all features associated with the 4MR Parks
• Each program element or park experience should be
accessible to all users regardless of age or ability
• For park playground and exercise stations, ensure
that 20% of each piece of recreational equipment is
accessible to all users
• Establish a continuous secondary pathway system that
is accessible to all users providing access to casual use
spaces
a

Figure 72 a. Universal Design Diagram
b. Two-person lat-pull exercise station

PARK MASTER PLAN
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Safety And Comfort
Crime prevention through environmental design
(CPTED) has evolved from early work in the 1960s
and 70s by planning luminaries such as Jane Jacobs
(Death and Life of Great American Cities, 1961) and Oscar
Newman (Defensible Space: Crime Prevention through
Urban Design, 1972), among others. Today, CPTED
generally reflects the following principles:
• Natural Surveillance is achieved through design and
maintenance that allow people engaged in their normal
activity to easily observe the space around them, as
well as eliminating hiding places for people engaged in
criminal activity.
• Territoriality means providing clear designation
between public, private, and semi-private areas
through the use of see-through screening, low fencing,
gates, signage, different pavement textures, or other
landscape elements that visually show the transition
between areas intended for different uses.
• Access control is directed primarily at decreasing
criminal accessibility, especially into areas where a
person with criminal intent would not easily be seen
by others.

Guidelines
• Establish distinct and open visual corridors into and
out of the park areas from surrounding streets
• Maintain open lawn areas in and around each primary
use
• Use shade trees with an open understory along the
perimeter areas to minimize potential hiding spaces
• Along pathways through wooded areas, maintain an
open understory for at least 10-feet on both sides
• All pathway systems should be continuous (no dead
ends)
• Where fencing is needed, maintain entrances and exits
on all sides
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Figure 73 CPTED Diagram

…. there must be eyes upon the street, eyes belonging to
those we might call the natural proprietors of the street.
Jane Jacobs
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Stormwater Management
Stormwater management will be needed to address
new park construction for treatment of both water
quality and quantity. The 4MRV PMP recommends
shifting all developed program out of the Resource
Protection Area (RPA) associated with 4MR. Vegetated
buffers and filters (top left) are the preferred approach.
However, due to a demonstrated need to replace
existing recreational uses in-kind (at a minimum), there
may not be enough room to manage stormwater runoff
without utilizing technical solutions that utilize less
ground area.
According to the Arlington County Chesapeake Bay
Preservation Ordinance, flood control and stormwater
management facilities that drain or treat water from
multiple development projects may be allowed in RPAs,
provided that:

a

• The Director of the Department of Environmental
Services has conclusively established that location of
the facility within the RPA is the optimum location
• The size of the facility is the minimum necessary
to provide necessary flood control, stormwater
treatment, or both
• The facility shall be consistent with a stormwater
management program that has been approved by the
Virginia Department of Environmental Quality

Guidelines

b

c

Figure 74 a. 35’ filter strips (green highlight) along the banks of 4MR
b. Structural cell system which uses soil cells to treat stormwater runoff for both quality and quantity
(NOTE: a soil cell application was approved for use by Virginia DEQ as a manufactured treatment device)
c. Permeable pavers and infiltration between rows of parking utilized for managing stormwater (City of Lynchburg, Riverside Park)

• Design to decrease the amount of impervious surfaces
and increase the amount of infiltration within the parks
• Use buffer areas and filter strips approved for use by
the Commonwealth of Virginia to treat stormwater
(quantity and quality)
• Where necessary, use technology oriented solutions
such as rain gardens at locations that have already been
disturbed (e.g. ends of streets)

PARK MASTER PLAN
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Tree Canopy And Shade
Improvement
The park study area’s tree canopy is valued for its shade
and cooling benefits within the urban environment that
surround it as well as its benefits for urban wildlife.

Guidelines
•

New plantings should be selected from species native
to riparian areas and associated river terraces in the
Virginia Coastal Plain. (See sidebar, next page.)

RED MAPLE

BLACK GUM

SWAMP WHITE OAK

PAW-PAW

REDBUD
RIVER BIRCH
Figure 75 Aerial of Study Area circa 1934 (top) compared to 1955
when Jennie Dean Park was initially constructed showing
the original extent of riparian areas along Four Mile Run
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CINNAMON FERN

Figure 76 Examples of canopy and shade trees native to stream valleys and river terraces between the Coastal Plain and Piedmont
physiographic provinces, and associated understory species
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Riparian Restoration
SUGGESTED PLANT SELECTION
RESOURCES
•

“Native Plants for Wildlife Habitat and
Conservation Landscaping”, US Fish and
Wildlife Service, https://www.fws.gov/
chesapeakebay/pdf/

•

“Four Mile Run Design Guidelines”,
Arlington County and City of Alexandria,
August 2009, http://novaregion.org/
DocumentCenter/View/11001

•

“Guide to Arlington County Landscape
Standards”, Arlington County, https://
arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.us-east-1.
amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/
sites/38/2017/10/Landscape-StandardsOCT-2017.pdf

•

“Recommended Tree List”, Arlington
County, https://environment.arlingtonva.
us/trees/plant-trees/recommended-trees/

•

“Arlington Invasive Plants List 2015”,
Arlington County, https://arlingtonva.
s3.dualstack.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/
wp-content/uploads/sites/13/2013/10/
Invasive-Plant-List-2-19-15.pdf

•

“Design Standards and Details (DPR)”,
Arlington County, https://parks.
arlingtonva.us/design-standards/

•

“Design Standards and Details (DES)”,
Arlington County, https://topics.
arlingtonva.us/building/infrastructuredesign-standards/

Figure 77 Examples of suggested species for riparian restoration.

SWAMP MILKWEED

The riparian and shoreline plants shown are adaptable
to both wet and dry conditions and suitable for
use on the banks of the Four Mile Run and similar
conditions found within riparian areas of the parks.
With the appropriate species and plant densities
(mass plantings), riparian restoration will promote
runoff filtration, increase biodiversity and wildlife
habitat, reduce soil erosion, and result in numerous
other environmental benefits.
Riparian plantings may serve the dual purpose of
creating an interpretive theme, where people can
learn about restoration techniques as they walk along
riparian access paths or at the overlook locations.
The plant palette may be used for demonstration,
where people will see the plants in the park and want
to plant them at their homes in similar situations.

BLACK HAW

WINTERBERRY

Guidelines
•

See “Suggested Plant Selection Resources” on this
page

SOFT RUSH
EX. TREE TO BE REMOVED

CUTLEAF CONEFLOWER

Figure 78 Diagram of Jennie Dean
Park showing proposed
trees and existing trees to
remain

PROPOSED TREES
EX. TREE TO REMAIN
REFORESTATION ZONE

PARK MASTER PLAN
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Access And Connectivity
Shirlington Park, Jennie Dean Park and the Shirlington
Dog Park all provide outdoor space for residents of
homes, condominiums and apartments - many without
access to yard space for casual recreation. Shirlington
Park serves as a front yard for Shirlington Village while
Jennie Dean Park serves as a back yard for Nauck.
Shirlington Dog Park serves both neighborhoods as well
as others nearby.
Access to the parks are from major and minor gateways.
Major gateways (yellow tinted circles) are located at
the entrance to Jennie Dean Park at the intersection of
South Nelson Street and 4MR Drive and at the existing
pedestrian bridge. Two minor gateways are located at
Shirlington Road (for 4MR Trail as it enters Shirlington
Park and the 27th Street South entrance to Jennie
Dean Park). Each of the streets that feed into the park
planning area serve as focal points (orange arrows on
the map at right) located at all existing cross streets
with crosswalks. (See Figure 102 on page 63 for
“visual gateways”.)

Guidelines
• Create major and minor gateways to increase the visual
perception of the park areas
• Design major gateways to include park entrance signs
and visitor information kiosks designed to function as a
focal point
• Ensure that major and minor gateways have wayfinding
signage and smaller park orientation signs
• Connect major and minor gateways to park features
with pedestrian circulation
• Ensure that bicycle circulation leads to park
destinations and provides bicycle storage at identified
major and minor gateways
• Direct through bicycle circulation (commuters) to the
Washington and Old Dominion (W&OD trail)
• Where space exists, create pedestrian gathering spaces
that are incorporated as focal points along 4MR Trail
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LEGEND
Major Gateway
Minor Gateway
Promenade
Focal/Access Point
Shirlington Park
Jennie Dean Park
Shirlington Dog Park
Existing Path
Stream

Figure 79 Focal points and desire lines for access

Figure 80 View from the W&OD trail into Jennie Dean Park
at South Nelson St., a major focal and access
point

Figure 81 A minor focal/access point is depicted above, where
a crosswalk located just west of the pedestrian bridge
connects Shirlington to Shirlington Park
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Shirlington Dog
Park

Park Name
Primary
Destinations

Jennie Dean
Park

PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE

Map of Individual
Places

An overall wayfinding system is envisioned to occur
throughout the entire planning area. Park wayfinding
needs should be coordinated with the overall
wayfinding system.

Jennie Dean Park
Nauck Town
Square
Jennie Dean
Park
Barcroft
Recreation Ctr.

Jennie Dean Park
Jennie Dean
Park
Nauck Town
Square

For the park planning area, wayfinding signs should
be placed at park gateways to direct visitors to park
destinations:
•
•
•
•

Jennie Dean Park
Shirlington Dog Park
Barcroft Recreation Center
Nauck Town Square

Shirlington Park
Barcroft
Recreation Ctr.
Jennie Dean
Park

SHIRLINGTON ROAD

Barcroft
Recreation Ctr.

SHIRLINGTON ROAD

Shirlington Park

SOUTH NELSON STREET

WALTER REED DRIVE

Wayfinding

Nauck Town
Square

Through
Bicycle
Traffic Use
W&OD Trail

GATEWAY LOCATIONS

Figure 82 PMP area wayfinding concept (note that diagrams show recommended wayfinding elements but the
actual graphic system should be designed for the entire Four Mile Run Valley)

Shirlington Park
Jennie Dean
Park
Nauck Town
Square

Guidelines
•

Design wayfinding signage to include the following
three parts:
-- District Name - as defined by the Area Plan 		
(placeholder shown as a blue bar)
-- Primary Destinations - no specific businesses 		
or sites should be included on any wayfinding 		
sign (difficult to manage due to the issue of 		
fairness)
-- Map - a location map can be used to identify 		
area addresses/buildings and the sign 		
should be designed to have an easily replaceable
map
• Incorporate the gateway name by referencing
the street intersecting the park entrance into the
wayfinding system (shows an example of incorporating
the gateway name into the side panel)
• Consider a collaboration between artist and designer
as part of the design of the wayfinding system (see
Figure 91 on page 52 for examples) to encourage
creativity and uniqueness

PARK MASTER PLAN
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4MRV Parks Design Catalog
The design of park furnishings—seating, waste
receptacles, water fountains, light fixtures, bicycle
storage, bollards for traffic control and security,
fencing, sign hardware (among others)—when designed
with similar characteristics (style, color, amount of
detail) define the visual character of the overall park
environment.

SEATING

Guidelines
• Select furnishings that reflect the industrial character
associated with the past uses of the area—simple and
functional in design with honest materials (steel and
wood)
• Encourage collaboration between artists and designers
in the development of a catalog of furnishings as a
method of developing a distinct and identifiable design
character for the park areas
• Consider providing seating along all promenades and/
or at the intersections of pathways with promenades
• Orient seating towards attractive views or towards
gathering spaces and provide shade
• Ensure that bicycle storage and seating is simple in
design and located near major and minor gateways to
reduce conflicts between bicyclists and pedestrians
• Place waste receptacles and water fountains in relation
to active recreational uses, preferably at pathway
intersections
• Ensure that pathway lighting is dark sky certified
and emphasize lighting of surfaces rather than areas
(athletic fields and court sports are addressed
separately)
• Employ safety lighting that focuses on eliminating
shadows and hiding places
• Ensure that light standards, bollards, security features
and sign hardware are from the same family of
materials and color (powder coating or color
galvanized)
• Carefully coordinate the number of signs to eliminate
redundancy and minimize unnecessary intrusions
(without sacrificing safety)
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LIGHTING &
BOLLARDS

SIGNAGE
BIKE RACKS

FENCING/GUARDRAILS
WATER & WASTE
Figure 83 Examples of park furnishings.
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Public Art
Goals (from Public Arts Master Plan Update):

Figure 84 “Ripple” by Tejo Remy and Rene Veenhuizen; photo by
Yassine El Mansouri (Arlington, VA)

Figure 86 “Points Smart Sign” by Zolty, BREAKFAST, and
Mattias Gunneras (New York, NY)

Figure 88 “Alphabet” by Alastair Noble (Hobro,
Denmark)

Figure 85 “Cyclorama” by Joe O’Connell and Blessing Hancock
(Orlando, FL)

•

Support the County’s multiple goals for the Four
Mile Run corridor, including storm and wastewater
management, open space and recreation

•

Enhance the design of infrastructure (such as
wastewater management and floodways)

•

Enhance the public understanding of infrastructure
(such as wastewater management and floodways)
and natural systems (such as tributaries and riparian
habitat)

Figure 87 “Gateway of the Open Book” by Mid-Ocean
Studio (Greensboro, NC)

Figure 89 “The Path Untraveled” by Joshua Wiener
(Richmond, VA)

PARK MASTER PLAN
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COMMON DESIGN ELEMENTS
Jennie Dean Park and Shirlington
Park
While there are many design concepts that will help
unify the 4MRV PMP study area and ensure that it is
perceived as a cohesive system, there are elements
within each individual park (Jennie Dean Park,
Shirlington Park, and Shirlington Dog Park) that can be
designed to reinforce each park’s distinct identity.
Of the four park areas, Jennie Dean and Shirlington
Park are the most similar in character and may benefit
from having certain design elements in common. These
elements might include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wayfinding - directional signs
Seating
Lighting
Fencing/railing
Trash/recycling/dog waste receptacles
Drinking fountains
Bicycle storage
Bollards and security
Sign hardware

In developing design guidelines for Shirlington Dog Park
and the area west of Nelson St., the above elements
may vary in material and form from those used at
Jennie Dean and Shirlington Park, due to the distinctly
different character of the areas and their proposed
uses.

Figure 90 Examples of railing designs that could be applied to both
Jennie Dean and Shirlington Park, reflecting both natural
and industrial origins.
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Figure 91 Examples of wayfinding signs that would reinforce the
natural attributes of Jennie Dean Park and Shirlington
Park. A wayfinding system developed for Frank City by
fwdesign allows nature to be integrated into the sign. The
sign has both wayfinding and educational components
and serves as a birdfeeder.
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Jennie Dean Park Entry and Visual Gateways
Guidelines
Park Entries
• Are accessible to all modes of transportation (pedestrian bridge entry is
for bicyclist/pedestrian only)
• Allow for views into the park
• Have clearly defined signage/gateway that announces entry into the park
• Have entry signage that is creative, non-obtrusive, and in keeping with
the selected design catalog of materials
• May contain public art
• Introduce the history of Jennie Dean Park through interpretive waysides
located within gateways or along 4MR Drive integrated into the arbor
structure and overlooking the field

PARK ENTRY
a

b

VISUAL GATEWAY

Visual Gateways
• Frame views into the park through the careful selection
and placing of plant materials and/or other design
elements (lighting, trellis, path orientation)
• Are accessible (visually) to all forms of transportation
Figure 93 a. Jennie Dean Park interpretive exhibit panel
b. Concept for Jennie Dean Park showing entries and
visual gateways.
c. example entry signs using integral color
d. example of artist/designer collaboration on pedestrian
bridge as entry to park
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Jennie Dean Park Casual Use
Spaces
Guidelines
• Ensure that casual use space areas are a mix of open
grassy areas or meadows enclosed by tree groupings
or woodland patches
• Size open areas to allow for pickup group activities
(e.g. kickball, touch football game, whiffle ball, frisbee)
but be too small to be useful for organized team
practice areas
• Create soft pathways (natural surface) that define the
perimeters of the open areas and wind along the edge
of wooded areas, except where ADA or other best
practices may require otherwise
• Design soft pathways to be well graded and smooth,
meeting accessibility goals and requirements
• Do not provide lighting for soft pathways through
casual use space areas (except at intersections with
promenades)

a

b

CASUAL USE SPACE

c

Figure 94 a. diagram of casual use space in Jennie Dean Park
b. photos of casual use spaces with understory of
flowering shrubs for interest
c. grass and tree canopy
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Jennie Dean Park Structures
Park structures include a combined picnic shelter/
restroom, the dugouts and related storage areas
associated with fields and an arbor along the Four
Mile Run Drive park border. Also included as unique
elements for Jennie Dean Park are the playground
structures, seat walls, retaining walls, and overlooks.

Guidelines
• Chose materials for all three structures that are
simple and authentic (steel, wood and concrete)
• Utilize a major highlight color (highly visible)
throughout all three structural elements to establish a
distinct identity and character visible throughout the
park (as shown in illustration b’s green highlight or
illustration d’s Cherokee Red highlight)
Figure 95 a. diagram showing structures proposed within Jennie
Dean Park.
b. photo of small pavilion with materials that blend into the
landscape
c. photo of pavilion that allows for flexible use
d. image of proposed arbor or colonnade within the
streetscape buffer along 4MR Drive with a “Cherokee red”
accent color

b
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Jennie Dean Park Diamond Fields
Guidelines

0,5%

• Youth diamond field should be set back approximately
75 feet from South Four Mile Run Drive
• Ensure that fields are drained with a crown from home
base to center field and radiate outward from the
pitchers mound (high point)
• The surface is proposed to be natural grass
• Provide for athletic field lighting that utilizes the latest
technology to minimize glare and reduce light trespass
• Ensure that permanent chain link fencing and gates
are constructed per Arlington County standard
specifications (Section 323113) and are black in color
in accordance with DPR standards to bring diamond
field up to current play, safety, and accessibility
standards
• Design fencing to maintain an open space feel and
off-season access for casual use by lowering the
outfield fence height to 4’ and introducing openings
along outfield baselines while still meeting safety and
accessibility standards
• Develop a plaza between the two fields that provides
seating, shade, a stable walking surface that visually
ties the two fields together as a single complex and
may contain interpretive media that tells the story of
Jennie Dean Park and its relationship to Nauck and the
Green Valley Ball Park

HP
+/- 51

1%

HP 0,5%
+/- 49

Crown

Crown

1%

b
0

a

50

100

Feet

ADA Ramps
Retaining Walls

4MRVP MASTER PLAN

Jennie Dean Park - Option 1, Phase II

L/KLA Draft
6/14/18

0

c

50

100

Figure 96 a. diagram of desired drainage across the diamond fields
and low retaining/site wall locations needed to meet ADA
requirements for pathways and access
b. example of sports field lighting designed to minimize
light trespass
c. low scale fencing recently constructed at Bluemont
Park
d. Protective netting designed for maximum visibility with
least number of pole structures

Feet

d
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Jennie Dean Park Athletic Courts
Guidelines
• Adhere to Arlington County standard specifications
for court surfacing (Section 321217) and court
equipment (Section 116833)
• Construct chain link fencing and gates per Arlington
County standard specifications (Section 323113) and
ensure they are black in color in accordance with DPR
standards
• Incorporate a windscreen into the design of the
fencing to increase privacy, reduce the effects of wind,
and increase the visibility of balls
• Ensure that court placement and setback design are
in accordance with the Arlington County Zoning
Ordinance
• Provide for athletic court lighting that minimizes glare
while reducing light trespass
• Direct stormwater from court sport surfaces to best
management practice (BMP) outside of RPA area (see
page 45)
• Provide some seating within the fenced area of the
athletic courts for player use
• Provide a drinking fountain and waste receptacle
within 10 feet of the athletic courts facility
• Provide shade structure between basketball and tennis
courts (Phase 2)

ATHLETIC COURTS

a

Figure 97 a. diagram showing court location
b. shade structure at Virginia Highlands Park
c. athletic court with windscreen

b
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Jennie Dean Park Edges and
Boundaries
Jennie Dark Park is bounded by South Four Mile Run
Drive on the north, South Nelson Street on the west, and
Shirlington Road on the east. The southern boundary is
formed by the Four Mile Run Stream and the adjacent
riparian area. The edge treatments for Jennie Dean Park
should reflect the adjacent land use and may be more
permeable or impermeable, depending on park program
and uses.
Figure 98 a. diagram showing
boundaries and
edges around
Jennie Dean Park
b. section view
along South Four
Mile Run Drive
showing example of
the buffer between
the road and park
STREETSCAPE BUFFER
areas
c. section view
NARROW LANDSCAPE EDGE
along South Nelson
SOFT RIPARIAN EDGE
Street
PAVED EDGE

a

study area
road reconnguration per
Area Plan

small diamond eld

wall

path

pergola/
colonnade

4MR Drive

• Install a double row of trees and arbor along 4MR Drive
to serve as an attractive buffer from both the adjacent
road (for park users) and for Nauck neighbors
• Allow for views of the 4MR along the forested, soft
riparian edge formed by a soft path which runs along the
top of the bank
• Design the western edge along South Nelson Street
to include a mix of large canopy trees with understory
plantings framing views of fields and into park
• Accentuate the northeastern edge of the park by
incorporating the features of the existing building
(Weenie Beenie) into both gateway and edge design
• Maintain a minimum 10 foot landscape setback along
South Nelson Street
• Setback the diamond fields and structures a minimum of
10 feet from the back of sidewalk along S. Nelson St. and
a minimum of 75 feet from the right-of-way (ROW) along
4MR Drive
10’ landscape
setback

W & OD Trail

5’

road
diamond eld
plaza

b

4MRV Parks Master Plan
Diamond Field and Buﬀer Along 4MR Drive

Guidelines

c

landscape buﬀer/
drainage area

7’

22’

PARK MASTER PLAN
DRAFT 06.25.18

7’

5’

2-way travel
walk
walk
parallel
parallel
parking
parking
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Jennie Dean Park Parking and
Circulation
Guidelines
• Maximize parking along the 4MR Drive park frontage
area and South Nelson Street to serve park and
recreation needs (see Area Plan) in lieu of surface lots
within park (retain existing 27th Street South lot east
of WETA)
• Create streets that are multi-use and integrate
stormwater management into the street design and
aesthetics
• Install infiltration areas/rain gardens at the ends of
S. Oakland and S. Nelson Street to address
stormwater management requirements
• Preserve existing trees and rehabilitate the surface
parking lot on at NE 27th and Shirlington Road (day
labor lot)
• Provide a turnaround at the 27th Street South lot for
emergency access vehicles
• Design the primary pedestrian circulation to be 8-10
feet wide and be constructed with scored concrete,
and paving stone edging
• Design the secondary circulation to be 5-6 feet wide
• Design the riparian soft path to be 6 feet wide with
the material being stone dust or a similar permeable
material, with steel edging

b

60

Figure 99 a. diagram showing
parking and circulation
concept.
b. example of a bluestone
path with cobble edging
for drainage
c. example of steel grate
that could be applied to
overlooks to maintain
permeability and that is
consistent with industrial/
natural design character
d. rusting steel and
timber edging detail for
secondary pedestrian
circulation along a soft
pathway at the Presidio
is an example of how to
address a shallow slope
on a soft path

VEHICULAR PARKING &
CIRCULATION
PRIMARY PEDESTRIAN
CIRCULATION

a

c
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SECONDARY PEDESTRIAN
CIRCULATION
RIPARIAN SOFTPATH
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UNIQUE DESIGN ELEMENTS:
SHIRLINGTON PARK
S
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Overlooks
Overlooks
Existing Path
Existing Path
Riparian Access
Riparian Access
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overlook
overlook

soft path
soft path

CLOSE UP VIEW
CLOSE
UP VIEW
SOUTH
NELSON
STREET GATEWAY 0
SOUTH NELSON STREET GATEWAY 0

0

0

100
200 Feet
100
200 Feet

Shirlington Rd.
Shirlington Rd.

kiosk
kiosk

focal point/
focalspace,
point/ typ.
social
social space, typ.

• vegetation management
• vegetation management
• stormwater management
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Potential Public Art Areas

Overlook
Kiosk
Riparian Access
Gateway/entrance
Existing Path
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• Ensure that park entries are also focal points that
draw views toward the park and highlight the points
of entry
• Create gateways into the park at the primary park
entries (S. Walter Reed Dr., Shirlington Rd., and
pedestrian bridge) that include wayfinding/placemaking
signs or markers, decorative paving, landscape design,
seating, public art and interpretive components
• Provide for the safety and comfort of all park users at
the park entries and gateways
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Shirlington Park
Stream

4MRV Parks Master Plan
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Potential Public Art
Locations

Final Concept: Shirlington Park

Figure 101 a. gateway locations (yellow circles)
b. examples of vertical gateway features
c. examples of gateway features incorporating light
d. example of color galvanized steel and abstraction of
nature
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PUBLIC ART EXAMPLES:
• sculpture
• thematic
• temporary art installations
• interactive features

S. Oa
klan
d St.

Shirlington Park, located along S. Arlington Mill Drive,
is visually accessible from any point along the roadway
and from the neighboring residential and commercial
buildings of the Village at Shirlington to the south.
From the north side of Four Mile Run, Shirlington
Park can be viewed at some points along Jennie Dean
Park and the dog park, but the view is predominantly
blocked by trees and other riparian vegetation. The
park may be entered at many points from the south
side with multiple crosswalk locations along S. Arlington
Mill Rd., west from S. Walter Reed Drive and east from
Shirlington Road. The park may be accessed from the
north at its western and eastern boundary and also at
the pedestrian bridge from Jennie Dean Park.

ee
dD

Shirlington Park Entrances and
Gateways

d

In Association With:
RK&K
Grimm + Parker Architects
Lardner/Klein Kittelson and Associates, Inc.
Landscape Architects, P.C. Partners for Economic Solutions
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Using Planting Design to
Reinforce Visual Gateways and
Define Casual Use Spaces
Guidelines

PARK ENTRY
VISUAL GATEWAY

Figure 102 visual gateways and focal
points at intersecting
streets

Figure 103 casual use space in
Shirlington Park

• Restore riparian woodlands through an invasive
species management program and the planting of new
overstory
• Reintroduce native species along streambanks and
at overlooks as interpretive and educational features
(herb, shrub and canopy layers)
• Use planting design to frame views into the park areas
and to add variety and interest at focal points and
gateways
• Use planting design to define spaces used for both
casual use (social spaces and seating areas) and active
recreation (parcourse/exercise stations)
• Use massing of understory plants at the edges of
existing riparian woodlands to increase visual interest
and establish a distinct image that frames focal views
and social spaces

Figure 104 Native flowering shrubs and ferns as mass plantings to
define woodland edges and establishing a distinct visual
image at focal points and to define social spaces
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Shirlington Park Structures Overlooks
Existing structures to remain within Shirlington Park
include the parcourse facilities which may remain as is
or be enhanced over time. New structures proposed
in Shirlington Park include overlooks at three locations,
made accessible by a riparian access path.

Guidelines
• Construct overlooks with materials in keeping with
the design character of Shirlington Park and the larger
Parks study area
• Locate overlooks for minimal impact on the landscape,
supported by a concrete footing outside of the
regulatory floodway, cantilevered out over the stream
and supported by timber piles
• Locate overlooks near crosswalks/focal/access points
• Ensure that overlooks provide a space suitable for
casual use and views of the Four Mile Run
• Consider providing an interpretive component at
overlooks, celebrating Four Mile Run or other natural
features

OVERLOOKS

a

c

Figure 105 a. proposed overlook locations
b. example of overlook nestled into adjoining vegetation
c. section illustrating how overlook is sited in relation to streambank to minimize construction impacts

b
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PARCOURSE FACILITIES
(EXISTING)
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Shirlington Park Circulation
Guidelines

a
PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE
EXISTING SHARED USE
PATH
RIPARIAN SOFTPATH

• Retain the existing shared use path in place with the
potential for improvements over time to mitigate
conflicts between bicyclists and pedestrians
• Provide signage to encourage bicyclists who wish to
travel at high speeds to use the W&OD trail to the
north
• Provide a 6 foot wide soft riparian access path (stone
dust or similar) at key locations within the park to
offer social and casual use spaces away from wheeled
vehicles with closer proximity to Four Mile Run
• Locate the riparian access path a minimum of 2 feet
from the top of bank with guardrails (cable rail)
provided at steep slope locations
• Ensure that future transportation improvements at
S. Walter Reed Drive and Shirlington Road strive to
reduce conflicts between pedestrians, bicyclists, and
automobiles at access points to Shirlington Park
• Widen the pedestrian bridge (if feasible) to allow for
easier circulation of bicyclists and pedestrians and
provide a more prominent gateway feature

Figure 106 a. diagram showing
locations of access loops
for overlooks in relation to
4MR Trail
b. example of stone dust
trail
c. illustration of overlook
integrated into natural
setting of streambank
d. example of cable railing
with simple interpretive
features integrated within
design
b

c

d
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PHASING AND
IMPLEMENTATION
Implementation of the master plan is envisioned to
be accomplished through several phases and differing
sources of funding:

Phase 1 Capital Improvement
Construction of the improvements to Jennie Park
identified as shown in Figure 107 will move forward
into the design phase with funding provided as part of
the current Arlington County Capital Improvement
Program (14.4 million dollars allocated in the 20162026 CIP).

Technical Investigations
There are several unknown conditions that will need to
be investigated prior to confirming the overall budget
for the Phase 1 improvements to Jennie Dean Park:
• Topographic, Property and Subsurface Utility Mapping
- will be needed to confirm boundaries of the WETA
parcel and adjoining private lands, and to provide more
detailed topographic and planimetric information
(including the location of trees and tree preservation
areas) to complete the final design.
• Floodplain study - a more detailed floodplain study
will need to be developed to determine both the
extent of the floodway and 100-year floodplain, and
the potential affect that the grading, retaining walls and
structures will have on the floodplain and floodway
elevations.
• Subsurface investigations - fill construction was utilized
to for the existing park facilities. Balanced cut and fill
(or primarily cut with retaining walls) will be required
to create playable fields with positive drainage.

Infiltration is under consideration for stormwater
management. Prior to developing final design drawings,
subsurface investigations will be needed to determine
the extent of the fill, its suitability for supporting
foundations (retaining wall, small structures) and
the potential for using infiltration for stormwater
management.
• Wetland delineation - will be required along Four Mile
Run.
• Lighting Study - will be needed to determine the
appropriate design for field and court lighting with
minimal light spillage and acceptable playability.
• Stormwater Management Concept - an overall
concept plan is needed for the management of

0
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Figure 107 Illustrative Phase 1 improvements for Jennie Dean
Park
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JENNIE
DEAN PARK - DEMOLITION AREAS
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stormwater throughout the park areas.

Demolition
Figure 108 identifies the areas for demolition and tree
preservation needed to construct Phase 1.
• SEEC building and Restroom/Pavilion Building;
• Roadway pavement, parking lots, curbs, sidewalks, and
asphalt paths;
• Selective demolition of the day labor pavilion,
basketball and tennis equipment, playground
equipment, diamond field structures (dugouts and
shelter), chain link fences, stone-faced wall along South
Nelson Street;
• Minor site demolition of tennis and basketball court
surfaces, diamond field surface;
• Minor grading and excavation required near Four Mile
Run for grading and drainage work.

Underground Utilities

0

200

400
Feet

HARDSCAPE DEMO (BUILDINGS, PAVEMENT)
PHASE 1- 167,174 SQ. FT. (3.84 AC)

Given the past history and-use, extensive relocation
of subsurface utilities is likely to be required along
27th Street South. Water, sewer, gas, and stormwater
management utilities will need to be relocated, capped,
or adjusted to accommodate the construction of the
diamond fields. Service to WETA will also need to be
maintained during Phase 1, further complicating the
needed utility work.

PHASE 2- 67,496 SQ. FT. (1.55 AC)

Overhead Utilities
SOFTSCAPE DEMO (BALLFIELDS, GRASS)
SOFTSCAPE DEMO - 270,976 SF (6.22 AC)
TREE PRESERVATION AREA = 80,920 SQ.FT. (1.86 AC)

Figure 108 Demolition areas and phasing
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Figure 109 on page 69 illustrates the location of
overhead electric utility lines:
• 27th Street South– lines are intricately tied to WETA
building and would involve significant costs that would
be borne by WETA to reconnect to the distribution

DRAFT 7.12.18
line once placed underground;
• South Nelson Street - line only feeds these businesses,
and possibly the lights in JDP – placing underground
requires each business (and JDP) to reconnect to the
distribution line once placed underground;
• Four Mile Run Drive – the line on the park side is a
distribution line – similarly all businesses would have
to reconnect to the distribution line once placed
underground.
Given the presence of WETA and the other industrial
users nearby, these lines are likely to be distribution
lines carrying power between a substation and
neighborhoods or high consumption users. The power
poles are also likely to include other overhead lines like
cable or telephone as well as the street lighting system.
Two options require further study to determine cost
and implementation feasibility. A rough order of
magnitude cost is included for both options.
• Option 1) Assume underground of the whole system
• Option 2) Assume the minimum adjustment needed
to locate the utilities between the two fields
underground between the WETA parcel and South
Nelson Street, leaving the poles on South Nelson
Street in place. In phase two, adjustment along the rest
of 27th Street South

Stormwater Management
In general, there is likely to be a net reduction in
impermeable surfaces associated with the conversion of
former buildings, parking lots and streets to casual use
(converted to tree canopy, and grass. The outfield areas
of the former diamond fields located within the RPA
will be converted to qualified buffer and filter strips
(approved for use by the Commonwealth of Virginia)
to treat stormwater (quantity and quality) with new

Figure 109 Overhead electric utilities (yellow pins with red lines
within Jennie Dean Park

fencing and pathway railings utilized to protect qualified
buffer and filter-areas from compaction.
Stormwater management will need to address grading/
drainage work for built park features, including paths,
fields, structures, as well as drainage/grading of swales
around ballfields draining towards the buffer areas and
filter strips parallel to Four Mile Run.

Public Art
Phase I construction budget assumes an allocation for
public art that is equivalent to 1.5-2 percent of the
capital improvement program, budget. This minimum
allocation assures that public art will continue to play
an important role in the establishment of place and
identity associated with the design of the park features,
interpretative elements, and site furnishings. Additional
sources of funding for public art should be pursued
from private sources as well as public/private
partnerships as negotiated through site plans.

Figure 110 South Nelson Street (top) Four MIle Run Drive (middle)
and 27th Street South (bottom)
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Playground
The Phase I construction budget for the playground
assumes that the play features will accommodate a
large range of age groups. Play components would
include:
• Imaginative play features/materials, such as ropes,
boulders, Robinia (or other appropriate materials).
• Use CPSI age ranges of Todlers (6-23mo) PreschoolAge (2-5 years) and School Age (5-12 years). This
playground would be separated into Preschool-age and
School-age.
• Should include shade elements- trees or shade
structure(s).
• Low decorative fencing around perimeter
• Seat walls along the perimeter with shade trees and
shrub border.
• Shade structure
The playground will require grading and excavation as
needed for a suitable safety surface.

Pavilions
The Phase I construction budget for the pavilions
assumes:
• Construction to be out of simple and authentic
materials (steel, wood and concrete)
• Concrete floor, metal roof, timber or steel structural
system and a major highlight color throughout all
structural elements to establish a distinct identity and
character visible throughout the park
• The large pavilion should be designed to be a flexible
space with a capacity of approximately 150 people
• The small pavilion should be provided with 1-2 tables
and accommodate approximately 35 people
• Site amenities nearby such as grills, drinking fountains,
picnic tables, trash/recycling receptacles
• Electric utilities should be included for the large
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pavilion allowing for hookup of catering facilities
• The small pavilion would not have any utilities

Restrooms
Similar to the pavilion in construction, restrooms, in
addition to the use of simple and authentic materials
(steel, wood and concrete), should be designed to
incorporate natural ventilation and natural daylighting
from above.
• Restroom (4 stalls each for men and women (+/475 sq. ft.. +/-) requiring utility adjustments and
connections from existing service along South Nelson
Street or as adjusted along 27th Street South.
• Amenities nearby such as grills, drinking fountains,
picnic tables, trash/recycling receptacles

Court Sports
During Phase I, one basketball court and one tennis
court will be constructed. During Phase II, the
basketball court will be relocated to the western side
of the WETA parcel and a second tennis court to
replace the basketball court.
• Safety fencing would be installed around perimeter of
courts - Chain link fencing and gates per Arlington
County standard specifications
• Incorporate a windscreen into the design of the
fencing to increase privacy, reduce the effects of wind,
and increase the visibility of balls
• Courts to be lighted
• Provide some seating within the fenced area of the
athletic courts for player use
• Provide a drinking fountain and waste receptacle
within 10 feet of the athletic courts facility

DRAFT 7.12.18

Diamond Fields
Diamond fields are assumed to be irrigated turf with
under drainage with LED (or other updated lighting
technology) lighting designed for minimal light trespass
and high level of control over timing, and light levels
• The large diamonds will accommodate adult softball
• The outfield fences will be designed with gaps for
multi-purpose uses during off season and constructed
per Arlington County standard specifications
• Protective netting will be required along the 1st and
3rd baselines of both fields
• Accessory structures will be replaced in kind to
include dugouts, backstop, field fencing, and bleacher
seating
• Low retaining walls are needed to accommodate
grade changes between South Four Mile Run Drive
and the field level and between the two fields
(retaining walls to be designed at seat wall height
were feasible)
• Plaza between the two fields will include seating,
shade, a stable walking surface that visually ties the
two fields together as a single complex and could
include interpretive media, telling the story of Jennie
Dean Park and its relationship to Nauck and the
Green Valley Ball Park

Streetscape

transportation related improvements rather than
park related improvements)
• An allee of trees on both sides of path combined
with hedges and groundcover to control circulation
and provide visual interest
• It could include public art incorporated into the
pergola structure, seating, interpretation, lighting or
other design element

Pedestrian Circulation
Three types of pathways are included in Phase I
construction:
• Primary circulation (8’-10’) - constructed with scored
and lightly tinted concrete, with paving stone edging,
and includes pedestrian lighting, shade trees (and
supported with seating and trash receptacles at the
pathway intersections)
• Secondary circulation (5’-6’) - constructed with scored
and lightly tinted concrete (no lighting)
• Riparian pathway - a soft surface pathway constructed
out of stone dust with steel edging
• All pathways could include public art as appropriate

Overlook

Streetscape elements are required to serve as buffer
between park high-intensity uses (ballfields, courts) and
the Nauck neighborhoods across South Four Mile Run
Drive and include the following elements

Overlooks would be constructed out of Black Locust
decking or other sustainably sourced material and
incorporate interpretive component celebrating the
Four Mile Run or other natural features (educational
component.

• Twelve foot wide pedestrian promenade with
colonnade or pergola structure overhead
• Walking surface to be constructed out of scored
concrete with stone/cobble edging
• Streetscape elements will require a reconstructed
curb and gutter (may be incorporated as part of

• Continuous footing along high side
• Timber piles and timber beam on low side with 3x12
stringers connecting
• Tension cable railing with stainless steel posts and
black locust railing

PARK MASTER PLAN
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Great Urban Parks Campaign Grant
Opportunity
The National Recreation and Park Association
(NRPA) is supporting the implementation of green
stormwater infrastructure projects in parks to
positively affect environmental and social change in
underserved communities, and to empower residents
to be actively engaged in projects that address
community needs and meet local stormwater
management goals. This grant opportunity will fund
innovative strategies that improve environmental
quality, increase access to high quality park
and recreation spaces, and meaningfully engage
community members. The application deadline is
August 3.

Casual Use Spaces
Casual use space areas are a mix of open grassy areas
or meadows enclosed by tree groupings or woodland
patches.
• Assume the replacement of existing picnic and grilling
areas are included
• Landscaped areas would include tree/shrub groupings
with planting beds
• Open mowed grass areas are non-irrigated but
maintained as usable turf surface for informal activities
(including aeration and other regular turf maintenance
activities
• Open mowed grass areas are defined along the edges
by pedestrian pathways with landscape planting beds
on the outside and some shade trees planted within
the grassed areas as shown on the concept plan.

Gateways
Gateways into the park at the primary park entries
that include wayfinding/placemaking signs or markers,
decorative paving, landscape design, seating, public art
and interpretive components.
• Minor gateways include a standard County park sign
with base and associated planting beds

Vehicular Parking and Access
The easternmost lot along 27th street will be
resurfaced and reconfigured during Phase I to
accommodate between 20 and 30 parking spaces
(depending upon status of Day Labor site).
• Preserve existing trees
• Integrate stormwater management into the parking lot
design
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• Provide a turnaround at the 27th Street South lot for
emergency access vehicles (permeable pavers)
• During Phase I, and turnaround is included at the
closed end of 27th Street South to serve WETA and
the ballfield/restroom areas
• 27th Street South would be converted to a
promenade designed to accommodate service
vehicles to provide future access

DRAFT 7.12.18

Phase II
Program elements for Jennie Dean Park that are
dependent upon acquisition of additional parcels are
included within Phase II.

Demolition
Purchase of the WETA property as well as the parcels
between Weenie Beanie and the former LaPorte tract
will acquire additional demolition and site preparation
to ready the site for park development.

Utilities
Removal and or relocation of water, sanitary, gas, and
electric utilities will be required. Actual design and
engineering required for this effort is an unknown cost
until more detailed subsurface and utility investigations
can be undertaken.

Site Preparation
Removal of construction debris and replacement with
embankment fill and topsoil will be required to make
the site usable. Additional soil preparation work will
also be needed for planting areas.

27th Street South Restoration
After WETA has relocated, 27th Street South will need
to be repurposed into a landscaped promenade with
related tree plantings. The surface of the promenade
should be designed for accommodating service vehicles
to the restrooms.

Court Sports Expansion

Figure 111 Phase 2 improvements for Jennie Dean Park

Nauck Gateway and Pedestrian
Connection

Riparian Plant Community Restoration

The walkway connecting the Nauck Neighborhood
gateway towards the playground will need to be
relocated after acquisition of the South Four Mile Run
parcels. A new minor gateway should be included in
the Phase II.

Ongoing work restoring the riparian plant community
along Four Mile Run can take place on an annual basis
through maintenance and stewardship activities already
initiated. Some of this work could be coordinated
with the riparian trail project in Phase 1 as well as
stormwater management and/or mitigation in relation
to Phase 1 projects.
0
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Construction of the third court with fencing and
lighting is needed (basketball) along with resurfacing the
Phase I basketball court for tennis.
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Five Star and Urban Waters
Restoration Grant Program
Seeks to develop nation-wide-community
stewardship of local natural resources, preserving
these resources for future generations and enhancing
habitat for local wildlife. Projects seek to address
water quality issues in priority watersheds, such as
erosion due to unstable streambanks, pollution from
stormwater runoff, and degraded shorelines caused
by development.
Funding priorities for this program include:
• On-the-ground wetland, riparian, in-stream and/or
coastal habitat restoration;
• Meaningful education and training activities, either
through community outreach, participation and/or
integration with K-12 environmental curriculum
• Measurable ecological, educational and community
benefits;
• Partnerships: Five Star projects should engage a
diverse group of community partners to achieve
ecological and educational outcomes.

Shirlington Park Implementation
Shirlington Park improvements can be implemented
over time utilizing:
• Ongoing maintenance and invasive species
management program
• Through public art programming
• Bicycle and pedestrian trail programs
• Stormwater management and flood reduction
measures associated with the Four Mile Run corridor

Maintenance and Invasive Species
Management
Regular maintenance activities can be utilized to
gradually modify lawn and planting beds over time.
Focusing general maintenance and management efforts
on focal points, coupled with new planting within the
managed areas could provide the desired results if
landscape design plans can be created for each focal
point with that in mind.
Ongoing aeration of lawn areas is also a wise
investment to encourage more water to infiltrate and
rooting zones to expand in highly trafficked areas.
The Arlington County Invasive Plant Program is
responsible for programs and policies to manage and
remove invasive species, including active projects along
Four Mile Run within the study area.
Arlington County has had success with outside funding
in support of invasive species management having
received such funding through the US Fish and Wildlife
Service for the Magnolia Bog restoration project and
for its involvement in a partnership that secured a
$140,000 grant through the National Fish and Wildlife
Foundation’s “Pulling Together Initiative” to identify and
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remove invasive plants along the 45-mile Washington
and Old Dominion (W&OD) trail.
Much of this work can be implemented by coordinating
the active management of invasive species with the
desire to establish distinct focal points through planting
design (see “Using Planting Design to Reinforce Visual
Gateways and Define Casual Use Spaces” on page
63) and incorporating educational and interpretive
materials at overlooks focused on riparian habitat
restoration along Four Mile Run. A similar partnership
effort will be needed to advance the current work
along Four Mile Run by creating (or updating an
existing) five year management plan for the riparian
areas associated with Shirlington Park, Jennie Dean Park
and Shirlington Dog Park (and upstream in later phases.
Using the Magnolia Bog Restoration effort as a model,
the riparian areas along Four Mile Run can be restored
over time by continuing the partnership efforts with
volunteer groups such as Arlington Regional Master
Naturalists, Earth Sangha,Virginia Native Plant Society,
and others along with continued support from DPR’s
Invasive Plant Management Program. This would
establish a high quality riparian environment with trails
and overlooks to increase access for interpretation and
education along Four Mile Run for the Shirlington and
Nauck communities.

Public Art
The Public Art Master Plan specifically called for Public
Art’s involvement in projects and activities along Four
Mile Run. This priority was successfully implemented in
the tidal sections of Four Mile Run in partnership with
the City of Alexandria. These initial efforts can serve as
the model for future upstream efforts
Outside funding for extending public art involvement
in Four Mile Run from the lower reaches to the upper
reaches should be pursued. Funding sources can
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include both public art and water quality education
programs. Outside funding for a gateway feature at the
existing pedestrian bridge should also be pursued for a
project that may involve light and sculpture.

Bicycle and Pedestrian Trail Programs
Safety measures needed for the Four Mile Run Trail
(signing, traffic calming for bicycles, construction of
pedestrian sidepath loops and social spaces away from
the trail) can be funded with small grants such as
VDOT’s Bicycle and Pedestrian Safety Program (BPSP)
with the goal of reducing the risk of and exposure
to crashes. The users of Four Mile Run Trail and
Shirlington Park have an accommodation issue that can
be solved with small scale improvements along the trail
without involving utility relocations, right-of-way, or
extensive environmental mitigation.

Four Mile Run Corridor
Extending the ongoing downstream implementation
efforts for transforming Four Mile Run into a model for
urban ecological restoration to its upstream sections
would be the most effective way to implement riparian
restoration efforts for Shirlington Park (along with
Shirlington Dog Park and Jennie Dean Park).

Stormwater Management in
Shirlington Park
Stormwater management requirements for the soft
trails and overlooks may require waivers from County
requirements if the disturbance is greater than 2,500
square feet.
Overlooks, interpretation (possibly through graphic
interpretive media) and areas for seating provide for
reasonable, controlled, and safe access to riparian
natural areas with minimal impact to the environment..
The trail should help teach park users about the
nature and culture of the 4MR Valley. The pathway
in the riparian area should be a soft path maintained
through the wooded areas and not paved. Adjacent
wooded buffers through which the trail will pass
can almost always handle stormwater management
requirements for these types of facilities. Boardwalks
and overlooks can be constructed to lay lightly in
the landscape and designed in such a way that water
infiltrates through the decking to the ground below.
These types of facilities are expressly identified as
allowable development within an RPA, both by the
Commonwealth of Virginia and by Arlington County.

Figure 112 Active invasive species management project in
Shirlington Park (2017)
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Community Foundation of Northern
Virginia Environment Fund
The mission of the Environment Fund is to protect,
restore and improve the natural environment of
Northern Virginia, thereby enhancing the health and
quality of life of its citizens and the economy of the
region. Fund Goals:
• Support and encourage collaboration among
nonprofits, businesses, governments, educational
institutions and private philanthropic donors to
promote actions that will have a beneficial effect
on the health of the natural environment and local
economy.
• Support public awareness and public education
about protecting the natural environment and the
impact of public and private actions on the natural
environment.
• Support the efforts of citizen engagement that helps
improve and protect the natural environment.

The Dominion Energy Charitable
Foundation
Annually awards up to $1 million through a
competitive environmental education and
stewardship grants program. The Dominion Energy
Charitable Foundation considers grant requests
up to $25,000 that focus on specific, short-term
projects that promise measurable results to improve
the environment, and K-12 requests up to $5,000.
The projects should support one or more of the
following priorities:
• Educating K-12 students and the public about
environmental stewardship.
• Protecting and preserving natural habitats.
• Improving open spaces and making nature
accessible.
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Arborflow diagram. Digital image. GreenBlue Urban. N.p., n.d.
Web. 02 Feb. 2018.
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Red maple - NetPS Plantfinder. Red Maple. Digital image.

Hicks Nurseries. N.p., n.d. Web. 2 Feb. 2018. <http://plants.
hicksnurseries.com/12170001/Plant/20/Red_Maple>.
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Black gum - Grandmont, Jean Paul. Nyssa Sylvatica. Digital
image. Wikimedia Commons, 2007. Web. 2 Feb. 2018.

Seating, Custom metal -Arlington County Public Art. Corten
benches, North Dakota Museum of Art. Digital image. N.p., n.d.
Web.

Swamp white oak - Marlin, Bruce. Quercus Bicolor. Digital
image. Wikimedia Commons. N.p., n.d. Web. 2 Feb. 2018.

Seating, standard bench – Bench. Digital image. Pollera.org, n.d.
Web. 7 Feb. 2018.

River birch – River Birch. Digital image. Fast Growing Trees,
n.d. Web. 8 Feb. 2018. <https://www.fast-growing- trees.com/
Heritage-River-Birch.htm>.

Interpretive or Wayfinding Signage, Custom metal Lump Sculpture Studio. Samford Village Heritage Trail Sign. Digital
image. Urban Art. Pinterest, n.d. Web. 5 Feb. 2018. <https://www.
pinterest.com/pin/234327986840721438/>.

Cinnamon Fern - Osmunda Cinnamomea. Digital image.
Chesapeake Bay Native Plant Center. N.p., n.d. Web. 8 Feb.
2018. <http://www.nativeplantcenter.net/plants/osmundacinnamomea/>.

Custom Bike racks - Custom Bike Racks. Digital image. The G
Brand: Genuine Branded Environments. G Brand, n.d. Web. 2 Feb.
2018.

Paw-Paw - Mohlenbrock, Robert H. Paw-paw. Digital image.
The PLANTS Database. USDA NRCS, n.d. Web. 8 Feb. 2018.
<https://www.plants.usda.gov/core/profile?symbol=ASTR>.

Tall Pedestrian Lighting – PMF Stalen Masten. Corten Light.
Digital image. PMF Stalen Masten. N.p., n.d. Web. 5 Feb. 2018.
<http://www.stalenmasten.nl/straatverlichting/a017/>.
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Metal Pedestrian Lighting –

Sweet Pepperbush - PumpkinSky. Clethra Alnifolia NBG
LR. Digital image. Wikimedia Commons. N.p., n.d. Web. 5 Feb.
2018.
Swamp Milkweed – Teune. Swamp Milkweed Monarch.
Digital image. Wikimedia Commons. N.p., n.d. Web. 5 Feb.
2018.
Black Haw – Zavadil,Vojtěch. 1552-Viburnum PrunifoliumDZ-8. Digital image. Wikimedia Commons. N.p., n.d. Web. 5
Feb. 2018.
Winterberry – SB_Johnny. Ilex Verticillata Fruits and Foliage.
Digital image. Wikimedia Commons. N.p., n.d. Web. 5 Feb.
2018.
Soft Rush – Fischer, Christian. JuncusEffusus. Digital image.
Wikimedia Commons. N.p., n.d. Web. 5 Feb. 2018.
Cutleaf Coneflower – Fritzflohrreynolds. Rudbeckia
Laciniata - Cutleaf Coneflower. Digital image. Wikimedia
Commons. N.p., n.d. Web. 5 Feb. 2018.
Red Switch Grass - Stang, David. Panicum Virgatum
Shenandoah. Digital image. Wikimedia Commons. N.p., n.d.
Web. 5 Feb. 2018.

Safety bollards – McKay, Stephen. City Road Bollards Geograph.org.uk - 1758261. Digital image. Wikimedia Commons.
N.p., n.d. Web. 5 Feb. 2018.
Custom chain link fencing – Demakersvan. Custom chainlink
fencing. Digital image. If It’s Hip It’s Here. Blogspot, n.d. Web. 5 Feb.
2018. <https://ifitshipitshere.blogspot.com/2012/06/turning-chainlink-fencing-into-art.html>.
Rusted metal guardrail - Demakersvan. Custom chainlink
fencing. Digital image. If It’s Hip It’s Here. Blogspot, n.d. Web. 5 Feb.
2018. <https://ifitshipitshere.blogspot.com/2012/06/turning-chainlink-fencing-into-art.html>.
Chain link fence – Kirissatull. Chainlink fencing at baseball field.
Digital image. Kirissatull. Wordpress.com, n.d. Web. 5 Feb. 2018.
<https://kirissatull.wordpress.com/projects/depth-of-fieldshutterspeed/>.
Drinking fountain – Kirissatull. Chainlink fencing at baseball
field. Digital image. Kirissatull. Wordpress.com, n.d. Web. 5 Feb.
2018. <https://kirissatull.wordpress.com/projects/depth-offieldshutter-speed/>.
Waste receptacle – La Citta Vita. Trash receptacle. Digital
image. Flickr. N.p., n.d. Web. 5 Feb. 2018.
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Figure 84

Hancock, Blessing. Wandering Stars. Digital image. CODAworx.
N.p., n.d. Web. 5 Feb. 2018.

my-product/munmorah-state-conservation-area/>.
Figure 93 c

Park entry sign - Catapult Strategic Design. Park entry sign.
Digital image. Catapult Strategic Design. N.p., n.d. Web. 5 Feb.
O’Connell, Joe. Cyclorama. Digital image. CODAworx. N.p., n.d. 2018. <http://catapultu.com/portfolio/city-of-scottsdale/>.
Web. 5 Feb. 2018.
Figure 93 d
Figure 86
Gateway sculpture - RDG Dahlquist Art Studio. High Trestle
BREAKFAST, Points Smart Sign. Digital image. CODAworx. N.p., Trail Bridge. Digital image. Iowaarchitecture.org. N.p., n.d.
n.d. Web. 5 Feb. 2018.
Web. 5 Feb. 2018. <http://www.iowaarchitecture.org/ci/tour/
view?id=970b8ea4a829264>.
Figure 87
Figure 94 b.
Mid-Ocean Studio, Gateway of the Open Book. Digital image.
Casual use space with path - Path in park. Digital image.
CODAworx. N.p., n.d. Web. 5 Feb. 2018.
Goodfon.com. N.p., n.d. Web. 5 Feb. 2018. <https://www.
goodfon.com/wallpaper/nature-spring-forest-park-6452.html>.
Figure 88
Figure 95 b
Noble, Alastair, alphabet. Digital image. CODAworx. N.p., n.d.
Web. 5 Feb. 2018.
Green pavilion – GFF Architects. Pecan Grove Park Pavilion,
Dallas, TX. Digital image. Gff Architects. N.p., n.d. Web. 8 Feb.
Figure 89
2018.
Wiener, Joshua, The Path Untraveled. Digital image.
Figure 95 c
CODAworx. N.p., n.d. Web. 5 Feb. 2018.
Flexible use pavilion – Godsall, Sean. Park Pavilion,
Melbourne, Australia. Digital image. Coote & Company. N.p., n.d.
Figure 90
Web. 8 Feb. 2018.<http://cooteandco.com.au/wp-content/
Custom iron railing - Kouprianov, Alexei. Demidov Bridge St uploads/2015/05/24bfce009c8911e4ad9cdb62f8a2c608_
Petersburg Fence. Digital image. Wikimedia Commons. N.p., n.d. content_medium.jpg>.
Web. 5 Feb. 2018.
Figure 96 b
Prefabricated steel railing – Weathering steel bridge.
Digital image. Cameron Bridge Works. N.p., n.d. Web. 8 Feb. 2018. Field lighting - MUSCO Lighting. Light-Structure System.
<http://www.cameronbridgeworks.com/gallery/weatheringDigital image. MUSCO Lighting. N.p., n.d. Web. 5 Feb. 2018.
steel>.
<http://www.musco.com/au/outdoor/lightstructuregreen.html>.
Figure 85

Figure 91

Figure 96 c
Narrow metal wayfinding sign - Pfp, Disseny. Wayfinding
Low scale fencing - Teale, Chris, Arlington Now, “Bluemont
sign. Digital image. Pfp, Disseny. N.p., n.d. Web. 5 Feb. 2018.
Park Baseball Field Reopens After Renovation.” Accessed
<http://www.pfpdisseny.com/portfolio/punts-dinteres-historic/>. 26 June 2018.
Wayfinding sign/birdfeeder - Fwdesign. Frank city bird
Figure 96 d
feeder. Digital image. Pinterest. N.p., n.d. Web. 5 Feb. 2018.
Netting System - https://beaconathletics.com/store/for<https://www.pinterest.com/pin/174866398010161255/>.
facilities/beacon-engineered-net-backstop-systems/ accessed 26
Large metal wayfinding sign – Central Signs. Munmorah
June 2018.
State Conservation Area - Totem Signs. Digital image. Central
Signs. N.p., n.d. Web. 5 Feb. 2018. <http://centralsigns.com.au/
Figure 37b
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Shade structure - ARLnow.com; Virginia Highlands Park
Ribbon Cutting Scheduled for Sunday, 10 March, 2016 accessed
26 June 2018.
Figure 97 c
Tennis court - Georgia, Tennis Court. Digital image. Pixabay.
N.p., n.d. Web. 5 Feb. 2018. <https://pixabay.com/en/georgiatennis- court-court-racket-68640/>.
Figure 101 b
Vertical gateways - Angel-Chumbley, Joell. Camp Washington
Gateway. Digital image. Environmental Graphic Design.
COROFLOT, n.d. Web. 5 Feb. 2018. <http://www.coroflot.com/
joellangel-chumbley/environmental-graphic-design>.
Flower sculpture - Genzken, Isa. Two Orchids. Digital image.
Public Art Fund. N.p., n.d. Web. 5 Feb. 2018.
Figure 101 c
Illuminated bridge – Connections Pioneer Pedestrian Bridge.
Digital image. Eos Lightmedia. N.p., n.d. Web. 8 Feb. 2018.
Figure 101 d
Cloud sculpture - Bruening, Olaf. Clouds. Digital image. Public
Art Fund. N.p., n.d. Web. 5 Feb. 2018.
Figure 104
Azalea – Smith, W. Gary. Winterthur Garden Restoration.
Digital image. W. Gary Smith Design. N.p., n.d. Web. 5 Feb. 2018.
Ferns - Native Maidenhair Fern, Adiantum Pedatum. Digital
image. Carolyn’s Shade Gardens. Wordpress.com, n.d. Web. 5
Feb. 2018.
Figure 105 b
Cyprus Wetlands Overlook - Richmond Ave. Digital image.
Historic Port Royal Foundation. N.p., n.d. Web. 5 Feb. 2018.
<http://portroyalhistory.org/historic-walking-tour/>.
All other images: Lardner/Klein Landscape Architects, PC
NOTE: Images are for illustrative and explanatory purposes
only and are not intended to be an endorsement of a product
or vendor.

